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A. STUDY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 
The major object 1 ves of th 1 s study program were to: (1) conduct a 
propuls1on system analys1s of the dual-fuel, dual-throat eng1ne for launch 
veh1cle application, (2) obtain bas1c eng1ne par?metric data to allow veh1cle 
opt1mizat1on studies to be conducted, and (3) def1ne a prelim1nary baseline 
eng1 ne system. 
To accompl1sh the object ives, the three task study program, summan zed 
on F1gure 1, was conducted. Var10us englne cycle candldates were exam1ned 
and their reg10ns of operat1on (chamber pressure, thrust level, etc.) were 
estab 11 shed. Thrust chamber heat transfer and structural analyses were 
performed for basel1ne and scaled eng1nes. In order to make use of the 
available des1gn data from prev10us stud1es, a prellminary baseline engine 
was establ ished. Parametnc scal1 ng stud1es \'1ere conducted around th1 S 
des1gn p01nt. 
Eng1ne performance, envelope and we1ght parametrlc data were generated 
over the parametnc range of thrust frolll 890 to 8896 KN (200K to 2M 
lb-force), chamber pressure from 6.89 x 106 to 3.45 x 107 N/m2 (1000 to 
5000 psia), thrust ratlo from 1.2 to 5, and Inlxture rat10 for two propellant 
canbl natlons L02/RP-l + LH2 and L02/LCH4 + U12. 
A prel1mlnary deflnltlon of a dual-throat basellne englne system was 
obtalned based on the parametrlc data and on a slmpllfled vehlcle 
appllcatlons analysis. 
Throughout the entlre study effort, baslc data gaps and areas requiring 
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I, Summary (cont.) 
13. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Hl gh engl ne perfonllance 1 s ach 1 eved by the dual throat system at both 
sea level and vacuum condltlons wlth a small welght penalty. Appllcatlon of 
the englne to a slngle-stage-to-orblt (SSTO) mlSSlon would provlde 
competltlve vehlcle performance wlth that provlded by the basellne propulslon 
system evaluated In Reference 1 (comblnatlon of Pc ; 2.76 x 107 N/m2 or 





SECTION I I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. BACKGROUND 
PropulS1on systems for future vehicles such as the slngle-stage-to-
orb1t (SSTO) and heavy 11ft launch vehicle (HLLV) Hlay embrace such 
capab1l1t1es as m1xed-mode operat1on and 1n-fl1ght changes 1n area for 
alt1tude compensation. These veh1cles benef1t from mixed-mode operat1on 
through reduced veh1cle volume by taklng advantage of h1gh bulk density 
propellants 1n one mode and low dens1ty but higher performance propellants 1n 
the other mode. Area ratio change dur1ng fl1ght provides an increase ln 
performance as ambl ent pressure drops V/1 th alt 1tude. 
The SSTO and HLLV concepts profillse large lm~rovement ln delivered 
payload and cost-effectlveness. The practlcallty of these concepts was 
enhanced by dlscovery (Salkeld, R., Reference 2) cJnd 1nvestigation of the 
mlXed-mode veillcle concept on several NASA contracts (NAS 1-13916, NAS 
1-13944, NAS 9-14710, NAS 8-32169, and flAS 3-19727, References 1, 3, 4, 5 and 
6, respect1vely). Advanced h1gh pressure blpropellant englne and 
trlpropellant englne (TPE) concepts have ~nerged from the stud1es. These 
propulslOn systems I.leet the unlque requ1relllent of h19h performance denslty 
demanded by the SSTO and HLLV concepts, and thus offer a means to achieve an 
econOlnlcal space transportat1on system. 
One of the major propulsion system cand1dates that \'1as not evaluated in 
the prev10us parametr1c stud1es 1S the dual-throat concept, proposed earl1cr 
by NASA/MSFC to obta1n a large area rat10 adjustment w1thin a slngle thrust 
chamber assembly, w1thout the need for extend1ble nozzles. The concept 1S 
read1ly adaptable to TPE appl1cations. Dual-fuel. dual-throat eng1nes 
comn1nc both nllxed-Illode and vananlc area ratlO capab1l1tl(~S in a slngle 
des1gn. The dual-throat cOlllbustors allow use of tuo propellant comblnatlOns 
6 
II, A, Background (cont.) 
and the two separate nozzle throats and a flxed nozzle eXlt allow a Shlft in 
area ratio wlthout resortlng to translatlng nozzle mechanisms. 
B. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
The feaslblllty of the dual throat concept when utilized for a 
trlpropellant dual mode englne lS dependent upon the welght for two nozzles, 
the performance durlng Mode II (L02/LH2) operatlon, and the performance 
durlng Mode I (L02/LH2/Hydrocarbon) operatlon. A substantlal data base 
from dual throat aerodynamlc analysis and cold flow testlng was avallable 
from ALRC In-house studies, and an aerodynamlc model and performance 
methodology \'/ere avallable from the Dual-Throat Thruster Cold Flow Analysls 
program (Ref. 7). It is the purpose of thlS study to conduct a propulslon 
system analysls that \'1111 allow the assessment of the potentlal of the 
trlpropellant dual throat englne. 
Dual throat englne deslgn, perfonnance, welght, envelope, and 
operatlonal characterlstlcs were evaluated for a varlety of candldate power 
cycles. The selected englne cycle was chosen partly on the basls of a 
slmpllfled vehlcle trajectory analysls. 
C. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
For purposes of tIllS study, the englne design pOlnts cover the 
parametrlc ranges glven In Table I. Both parallel burn and series burn 
condltions are assumed as requlrernents for the engine dUrlng Mode I 
operatlon. However, emphasls lS placed on the parallel burn operation In 
Mode I to take advantage of the unlque features of trlpropellant englne 
cycles. Mode II operatlon lS assumed to lnvolve only the hlgh speciflc 
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II, Introductlon (cont.) 
D. APPROACH 
To accomplish the program obJectlves, an effort lnvolvlng three 
technlcal tasks was conducted. Tasks accompllshed are: 
Task I - System Evaluatlon 
Generate fundamental en31ne cycle candldates potentlally 
appllcablc to dual-fuel dual-throat englnes and ldentlfy the areas needlng 
technologlcal lnvestlgatlon (Fl~ure 2). 
2. Task II - Parametrlc Data 
Generate englne system performance, envelope, and wel~ht 
parametrlc data (Flgure 3). 
3. Task III - Basellne Englne System 
Prepare a prellllilnary defll1ltlon of the dual-fuel dual-throat 
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Figure 2. Task I - System Evaluation 
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Figure 3. Task II - Parametric Data 
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A. OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES 
Fundamental englne cycle candldates potentlally appllcable to 
dual-fuel, dual-throat englnes Here generated ln ttllS task. Output from the 
task (see Figure 2) includes: (1) the deternllnatlOn of the regions of 
operation best sUlted to the various cand1date power cycles 1n tenns of 
chamber pressure, mixture ratio, thrust range and thrust ratio, (2) the 
select10n of a power cycle candldate(s) for use 1n a basellne engine system 
def1nltlon and (3) the ldentlflcatlon of areas needlng technological 
1 nvest 1 gat lOn. 
RecOOlmended gUlde 11 nes for the conduct lOn of the parametri c cyc 1 e and 
heat transfer analyses are based, wlth some mod1fication, on those utllized 
on Contract NAS 3-19727 (Ref. 6). These are Ilsted 1n Table II. 
B. ENGINE CYCLE CANDIDATES 
Pm'ler cycle candldates were evaluated by a two step process. In the 
lnltial step a prelimlnary basellne englne speclflcatlon I'las establ1shed for 
a selected staged combustlOn cycle. Englne flO\'lrates \'1ere generated and a 
pressure schedule was cstabllshed for thlS basellne system. Heat transfer, 
structural and materlals analyses were then conducted over the parametrlc 
range of varlables utlllzlng the baseline englne as a reference. 
In the second step, coolant channel pressure drop data were used to 
generate a more reallstic pressure schedule for the vanous cycle candldates. 




GUIDELINES FOR PARAMETRIC STUDY 
PARAMETER 
NPSH at Engine Inlet, m (ft) 
Coolant Inlet Temperature, oK (OR) 
Coolant Inlet Pressure 
Chamber Wall Thickness, cm (in.) 
Chamber Service Free Life, cycles 
Injector Pressure Loss (6P/Pupstream) 
Valve Pressure Loss (6P/Pupstream) 
Main Pump Suction Specific Speed 
Turbine Inlet Temperature oK (OR) 
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RP-l: 311 (560) 
LCH4: 144(259) 
~ 2.25 Pc 
~ 0.064 (0.025) 
~ 100 
Liquid: ~ 15% 
Gas: ~ 8% 
Shutoff: =: 1 % 
Liquid Control: ~ 5% 
Gas Control: ~ 10% 
:t 20,000 
Oxidizer Rich: ~ 922 
Fuel Rich: 

















III, B, Eng1ne Cycle Cand1dates (cont.) 
Dual throat eng1ne cycles conS1st of clther a closed loop or an open 
loop system, as dep1cted In Figure 5. The baslc components of the cycles 
are: (l) turbopumps (2 x L02, HDF (RP-l or LCH4) and L112, (2) 
preburners (0 to 4), and (3) gas generators (0 to 2). The matrix of power 
cycles evaluated in thlS study are shown 1n Figure 6. Parameters ut1l1zed 1n 
the rating of the var10US cycles are summar1zed 1n F1gure 7. 
1. Basel1ne Eng1ne Specif1catlon 
The prelilmnary basellne dual throat engine ~/as selected to 
provlde a 60% L02/RP-l and a 40% L02/U12 sea level thrust contr1but10n 
(stream-tube thrust spll t) to r~ode 1 operat 1 on. Thl s percentage duri ng Mode 
1 operation \'/as found to be opt1mum In recent studles at NASA/LaRC ut1llZing 
simllar tr1propellant eng1nes (Ref. 8). The englne thrust level was selected 
to be 2669 KN or 600,000 (600K lb) because extens1ve prellminary design 
criteria and scallng relatlonships eXlst for components and englne subsystems 
at the 2700 KN (607K lb) thrust level (Ref. 6). 
The prel iml nary basellne englne speciflcat10n is given in Table 
III. The specif1catlon 1S based on the followlng assumptions: 
(l) The primary chamber pressure must be 1.43 tlmes the secondary 
chamber pressure to acilleve superSOnlC flow 1 n the prlmary throat dUrlng Mode 
I parall el burn. 
(2) The stream tube thrust eff1c1encles are 97% and 98%, 
respect lvely, for the L02/RP-l and L02/LH2 streams. 
(3) The steam tube area ratlos are selected for a small amount of 








Figure 5. Dual Throat Engine Cycle Components 
o - OXIDIZER PUMP 
F - FUEL PUMP 
T - TURBINE 
GG - GAS GENERATOR 
PB - PREBURNER 
--I ---1 --1 -I -1 -) -j -I -j -1 
- 1 - I 1 
CYCLE H-RICH O/H HC-RICH O/HC ENGINE CYCLE CLASSIF. PREBURN./ OXID.-RICH PREBURN./ OXID.-RICH GAS GEN. PREBURNER GAS GEN. PREBURNER 
EXPANDER (H 2) 
CLOSED 
LOOP 
EXPANDER BLEED (H2) OPEN 
GAS GENERATOR 
GAS GENERATOR 
STG. COMB. I 
STG. COMB. II 
STG COMB. - I II 














CODE: D COMPONENTS UTILIZED 
*SEE TABLE IX. 
:-
Figure 6. Power Cycle Matrix for Dual Throat Engine 













PARAMETER SC GG EB EFFECT 
PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE TPA CYCLE LI FE 
ENGINE PERFORMANCE PAYLOAD CAPABILITY 
TANK MIXTURE RATIO PAYLOAD CAPABILITY 
TURBINE TEMPERATURE HIGH TPA CYCLE LI FE 
COOLING SYSTEM COMPLEXITY 
POWER REQUIREMENT 
co L02/HC FUEL-RICH COKING TPA/INJECTOR CYCLE LIFE PURGE SYSTEM REQUIREMENT TURBINE LOW PERFORMANCE 
L02/H2 FUEL-RICH STAGED TURBINE 
TURBINE HIGH PERFORMANCE 
INTER-PROPELLANT SEAL YES YES TPA CYCLE LI FE & REQUIREMENT FOR TPA PERFORMANCE 
f7/7/1 INDICATES DESIREABLE CONDITION 
Figure 7. Engine Cycle Rating Parameters 
---I -I --\ -J -j -) -I -j -) 
-f 
-
TABLE I II 
PRELIMINARY BASELINE DUAL-FUEL DUAL-THROAT ENGINE SPECIFICATION 
SI UNITS 
Thrust, SL, KN 
Thrust, VAC, KN 
Mixture Ratio 
Chamber Pressure, N/m2 
Area Ratio 
ODE Is, SL, sec 
ODE Is, VAC, sec 
Is Efficiency, % 
Is, SL, Delivered, sec 
Is, VAC, Delivered, sec 
Total Flow Rate, Kg/s 
Fuel Flow Rate, Kg/s 
Oxidizer Flow Rate, Kg/s 
c*, M/s 
Throat Area, cm2 
Throat Diameter, em 
Exit Area, cm2 
STREAM TUBES 

















































232 Exit Diameter, em 
Exit Pressure, N/m2 3.7 x 104 3.7 x 104 3.7 x 104 
*Optimum L02/LH2 ESL = 23 L02/RP-1 ESL = 19 

















9.7 x 103 
Thrust, Sl, 1 b 
Thrust, VAC, 1 b 
Mixture Ratio 
Chamber Pressure, psia 
Area Ratio 
ODE Is, Sl, sec 
ODE Is, VAC, sec 
Is Efficiency, % 
Is, Sl, Delivered, sec 
Is, VAC, Delivered, sec 
Total Flow Rate, lb/s 
Fuel Flow Rate,lb/s 
Oxidizer Flow Rate, lb/s 
c*, ft/s 
Throat Area, in2 
Throat Diameter, in. 
Exit Area, in. 2 
Exit Diameter, in. 
Exit Pressure, psia 
TABLE III (Cont.) 
ENGLISH UNITS 
STREAM TUBES 





































*Optimum l02/lH2 ESl = 23 l02/ RP-1 ESl = 19 
**Assumed 1% Is loss and 2% bleed flow 
20 
MODE 1 






















































III, B, Englne Cycle Candldates (cont.) 
(4) The Mode II engllle efflclency 1S assumed to be 97% to allow 
for bleed flow correctlon. 
(5) The amount of bleed flow is assumed to be 2%. 
Assumptions 1, 4 and 5 are based on cold flow results previously 
obtained (Ref. 7). Whlle the resultant perfonnance dlffers Sllghtly from 
that glVen in SectlOn IV,B, the method glves sufflclent accuracy for the 
generation of parametrlc cycle data. 
2. Staged Combustlon Cycles 
The four staged combustlOn cycles shovtn In Flgures 8 through 11 
were analyzed for the basellne englne condltlon. No cycles were analyzed 
that utllZed only oXldlZer-rlch preburners. ThlS was because of the lO\'/er 
efflciency of the oxidizer-rlch turblne drive fluld, and because of the 
deSlre to ellminate lnterpropellant seals In the turbomachinery deslgn. 
The flow Clrcults for the slngle preburner staged combustlon cycle 
wlll be traced to lllustrate the operatlon of thlS typlcal cycle during both 
modes. Flow fran the L02 pump, shown In Flgure 8 attached to the HDF (high 
denslty fuel, l.e., RP-1 or LCH4) pump by a common shaft, passes through a 
control valve to the secondary lnJector durlng Mode I operatlon only. Fuel 
from the HDF pump flows through a control valve to the secondary lnjector 
dun ng t10de I only. Flo\,1 fran the other L02 pump passes through a control 
valve to the nozzle coolant jacket, out of the coolant Jacket to the prlmary 
injector with a small portlOn going to the preburner. The LH2 fuel flows 
from the pump through a control val ve and spl its to flow 1 nto two combust lOn 
chamber coolant Jackets. The coolant Jacket outlet flows are comblned and 
fed to the preburner. The fuel-rich preburner gas drlves the turblnes (shown 




o - OXIDIZER PUMP 
F - FUEL PUMP 
T - TURBINE 
PB - PREBURNER 
Figure 8. Dual-Fuel, Dual-Throat Engine Staged Combustion Cycle I (Single 
Preburner) 
_J 






o - OXIDIZER PUMP 
F - FUEL PUMP 
T - TURBINE 
PB - PREBURNER 









o - OXIDIZER PUMP 
F - FUEL PUMP 
T - TURBINE 
PB - PREBURNER 
Figure 10. Dual-Fuel, Dual-Throat Engine Staged Combustion Cycle III (Three 
Preburner) 
_I __ J 
-J - - 1 ---I -/ -I -j -i -j -I -) -) 
N 
U1 
1 - 1 1 
o - OXIDIZER PUMP 
F - FUEL PUMP 
T - TURBINE 
PB - PREBURNER 
Figure 11. Dual-Fuel, Dual-Throat Engine Staged Combustion Cycle IV (Four 
Preburner) 
1 
III, B, Eng1ne Cycle Cand1dates (cant.) 
For Mode II operat1on, a small port10n (2 to 4% of the total eng1ne flow) is 
used as bleed flow 1n the secondary chamber. The bleed flow pos1t10ns the 
pr1mary chamber exhaust plume on the secondary throat to obtain efficient 
nozzle performance as descrlbed 1 n Reference 7. Since the common shaft L02 
and HDF pumps are not requ1red for Mode II operat10n, the turbine exhaust gas 
from the LH2 pump bypasses the1r turb1ne as shown 1n Figure B. 
The flow C1rcu1ts for the other staged combust1on cycles are 
slm1lar to the slngle preburner cycle, except that separately driven turb1nes 
and add1tional preburners are utilized. 
A typical pressure schedule obta1ned from the power balance of the 
three preburner cycle (Cycle III, F1gure 10) 1S glven 1n Table IV. The 
pressure drop assumpt10ns for valves, lines and 1nJectors are llsted 1n the 
table. The val ve losses are more conservdtlVe than those glven 1n Table II, 
but the trends 1n the parametnc data rema1n the same. The coolant pressure 
drops are obta1ned from the heat transfer analys1s reported 1n Sect10n III,C. 
A tYPlcal summary of the LH2 pump dl scharge pressure and Ui2 
coolant pressure drop as a functlOn of prllnary chamber pressure 1S given 1n 
F1gure 12 for the three-preburner staged cornbust10n cycle. Stream-tube 
thrust Spl1t was var1ed from BO% (L02/RP-1)/20% (L02/LH2) to 20% 
(L02/RP-1)/BO% (L02/LH2)' Th1S range covers the thrust ratio 
(FI/FII) range from approximately 1.2 to 5.0 as shown 1n Figure 13. 
If it 1S assumed that the pract1cal upper llm1t pump d1scharge 
pressure (state-of-the-art 1n 1990) for LH2 1S 6.89 x 107 N/m2 (10,000 
psia), then the pr1rnary chamber pressure 1S llm1ted to 2.69,2.55,2.34 and 
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DUAL THROAT LOX/RP-l + LH2 (60/40) 
STAGED COMBUSTION CYCLE III PRESSURE SCHEDULE 
SI UNITS 
F = 2669 KN PCS = 1 95 x 107 PCP = 2 07 x 107 N/M2 
PRI MARY CHAf1BER SECONDARY CHAMBER 
4 52 x 107 
10% 
o 5% 
4 05 x 107 






2 95 x 107 
2 95 x 107 
I 




2 07 x 107 
2 89 x 107 
35 1 










o 51 0 5~ 
3 95 x 107/3 93 x 107 
758xl05 
3 87 x 107/3 R5 x 107 
o 51. 
1M 
3 47 x 107/3 45 x 107 
15'7 
~2 95 x 1071? 93 x 107 
~ 2 93 x 107 




2 07 x 107 
1 15 x 107 
245 5 











1 70 x 107/1 99 x 107 
81, 
1 fl3 x 107 
---- .. 
1 70 x 107 
15% 
1 45 x 107 
143 5 










1 83 x 107 
1 83 x 107 
1 58 x 107 
o 5% 
1 57 x 107 
8% 











TABLE IV (Con t) r 
ENGLl SH UN ITS 
F = 600K 1bf PCS = 2100 PCP = 3000 PSIA 
PRESSURE PRI"1ARY CHAMBER SECONDARY CHAMBER T 
LH2 L02 HDF L02 2- 1 -1-2 
PD (psla) 6550 6390/6360 3070/3590 3880 T 
~P Shutoff Valve 10". 10'" 10~ 10". 
~P llne o 5 i o 5 a 5~ o 5: 
PJI 5867 5722/5698 - -
llP Coolant 682 110 - -
PJa 5185 5612/5588 - - T 
~P Llne o 50/, o 5": - -
~P Control 107, 1 O~' 10~ 10% 
PPBI 4643 5026/5004 ..- 2470/2892 3130 
~PINJ 8% 150/, 8% 15% 
PPBC 4272 ..------ ~ 4272/4254 2660 ____ 2660 
P (1) 4272 4254 r----- 2660 TI 
PTa 
(1) 
1 3277 - 2294 P (2) - - -TI 
PTa 
(2) 3277 - - -
~p L'ne o 5 ' o 5: - o 5'" 
PINJ 3261 3261 ,"-,2470 2283 
~PINJ 8% 8'0/, 15":: 8% 
Pc 3000 3000 2100 2100 
Horsepower (HP) 38,700 15,460 - 15,400 
Flowrates (lb/s) 77 32 541 24 316 28 885 58 
Flow Sp11t 72 88/4 44 52 47/488 77 296 69/19 68 -
Preburner F10wrates 125 35 493 21 - 905 26 
MRpB o 72 110 - 45 
TpB(OR) 1860 1660 - 1660 
MW pB 3 467 30 1 - 31 9 I 
YPB 1 360 1 312 - 1 31 




p a 80 o 82 o 82 a 82 










































STREAM TUBE THRUST SPLIT 
20/80 
22000 
80/20 I 40/60 
I 
20000 14 I 60/40 
18000 STAGED COMBUSTION CYCLE I 
N 12 
::E LOX/RP-1 + LH2 ...... 16000 z 
...... F = 2669 KN (600K) 0 .-4~ 10 
14000 ........ PCS/PCP = 0.7 L.LJ Z 
a:: 
:I ...... MRS/MRP = 2.8/7.0 V) 0 12000 V) .-4 L.LJ 8 0::: .. 
Q. Q. 
~ 10000 L.LJ t!) a:: .... 
ex: Z 6 x ex: 




i: N 6000 :::E: 4 :I -oJ 40/60 Q. 
N 




0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 
PRIMARY CHAMBER PRESSURE, 107 N/~ 
I I I I I 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
PRIMARY CHAMBER PRESSURE, PSIA 
Figure 12. Dual Throat Engine Cycle Power Balance Summary 
Staged Combustion Cycle III (Three Preburner) 
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LOX/RP-1 + LH2 
PC = 1.45 X 107 N/M2 
S (2100 PSIA) 
PC = 2.07 X 107 N/M2 
P (3000 PSIA) 
MRS = 2.8 MRp = 7.0 
80/20 60/40 40/60 20/80 0/100 
LOX/RP-1 SEA LEVEL STREAM TUBE THRUST SPLIT LOX/LH2 
Figure 13. Dual Throat Engine Vacuum Thrust Ratio Versus Sea Level Stream-Tube 
Thrust Sp1 it 
. ! 
--l ·-1 -I -I -I -I -I -I -I 
,-
,--. 
III, B, Englne Cycle Cand1dates (cont.) 
stremn-tube thrust Spllt values of 60/40, 40/GO, 20/80, and 80/20. The 
pnmary reason for thlS llmltatlOn lS seen to be the coolant pressure drop at 
the hlgher chamber pressures for the all-regeneratlvely cooled system. 
The var1at1on of pump d1scharge pressure w1th mlxture ratlo lS 
glVen 1n F1gure 14 for the three-preburner staged combustlon cycle. It lS 
seen that the vanatlon lS Sllght for all pumps (hydrogen, PDlb oxygen, 
POO; and RP-1, PORP-1). The varlatlon In LH2 coolant pressure drop lS 
also seen to be Sllght. 
The varlatlon of pum~ d1scharge pressure wlth eng1ne thrust lS 
also Sllght, as shm/n In F1gure 15. The not1ceable change In PDH 1S 
pr1mar1ly due to the 1ncrease 1n coolant pressure drop wlth the larger 
englnes (greater surface area). 
A pm'/er balance sumlllary for the four staged cornbustlon cycles lS 
glVen In Table V. In order to achleve a \1orkable cycle ~ower balance, Cycle 
I 1 S seen to requi re the h 1 ghest LH2 purnp d1 scharge pressure \/hen compared 
to the other cycles Wh1Ch ut1l1ze add1tlOnal preburners to dnve the pumps. 
Cycle II, because of the poor qual1ty work1ng flu1d of the RP-1 fue1-r1ch 
preburner gases, requlres the hlghest RP-l pump d1scharge pressure. Cycles 
III and IV dlffer S11ghtly In pump dlscharge requlrements desplte the fact 
that cycle IV uti11zes an add1tlona1 RP-1 fue1-rlch preburner. 
When the features of the four staged combust1on cycles are 
compared, along w1th the pump d1scharge pressures, Cycle III appears to be 
the best cycle for a reusable, long-l1fe appl1catlOn. Cycle III requ1res no 
1nterpropellant seals between the turbol1lach1nery components and lnvo1ves no 
hydrocarbon cok1ng 1n the turbines. It makes max1murn use of the chemlca1 
energy of the propellants, w1thout the need for h1gh turb1ne t~nperatures 
31 
STAGED COMBUSTION CYCLE III 
LOX/RP-1 + LH2 
PCS = 1.45 X107" N/M2 (2100 PSIA) PCp = 2.07 X 10
7 N/M2 (3000 PSIA) 
60/40 STREAM TUBE THRUST SPLIT 
F = 600K 
MRLOX MR 8000 - . 7.0 LOX • 2 8 LH2 RP-1 • 
5.0 ~ 
PDH PDH 
c:t .... PDO PDO .... V'l 6000 V'l c.. 4.0 I--c.. .. 
.. c.. 
w O 0:: 0:: 
::l Cl N 
V'l I.LJ ~ V'l '-
I.LJ 0:: Z 3.0 ~ W 0:: ::l N c.. V'l 4000 " PDO PDO V'l 0 I.LJ I.LJ 
-c.!l 
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c:t l-I 
U :z 2.0 ~ V'l c:t 
.... ...J 
Cl 0 0 
c.. u 2000 x: 
::l N 
c.. I 
...J 1.0 ~ 
~PH .:1 PH 
0 ~.O J I I I I 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
.. LOX/RP-1 LOX/LH2 • 
MI XTURE RATIO 
Figure 14. Discharge Pressure vs Mixture Ratio 
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LOX/RP-l + LHZ 
PCS = 1.45 X 10
7 N/MZ (Z100 PSIA) PCp = 2.07 X 107 N/M2 (3000 PSIA) 
MRS =2.S MRp =7.0 
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TABLE V r 
POWER BALANCE SUMMARY FOR STAGED COMBUSTION CYCLES T 
F = 2669 KN ( 600K) PCS = 1.45 x 107 N/M2 (2100 psia) PCP = 2.07 x 107 N/M2 (3000 psia) 
STREAM-TUBE THRUST SPLIT = 60/40 T 
Cycle T Pump Discharge 
Pressure 107 N/M2 {~s i a) I I! II! IV 
PDH 5.16 (7490) 4.56 (6610) 4.52 (6550) 4.50 (6520) 
PDO 5.10 (7400) 4.45 (6460) 4.41 (6390) 4.38 (6350) 
PDHC (RP-l) 1.90 (2760) 4.24 (6150) 2.48 (3590) 2.61 (3780) 
PDO 1. 76 (2550) 3.92 (5680) 2.68 (3880) 2.83 (4100) 
Engine Features 
I Interpropellant Seal(s) Yes Yes No No 
Hydrocarbon Coking No Yes No Yes l 
Fuel-Rich Preburner(s) Yes (1) Yes (2 ) Yes (1) Yes (2) 
Oxid.-Rich Preburner(s) No No Yes (2 ) Yes (2) 
fils Hode 1* (sec) 0 -4 0 -4 

















III, B, Engine Cycle Cand1dates (cont.) 
and work1ng fluids that can leave a coke depos1t on the turb1ne and main 
inJector. 
Transp1ratlOn coollng of the pnrnary throat sectlOn was 
1nvest1gated for the pr1mary chamber pressure of 3.45 x 107 N/m2 (5,000 
pS1a). The results of the trans-regen analysis are given in Table VI. 
Mainta1n1ng the coolant pressure drop at 1.03 x 107 N/m2 (1500 pS1a) is 
seen to lower the pump d1scharge pressure from 1.34 to 1.11 x 108 N/m2 
(19,400 to 16,070 pS1a). The perfonnance rema1ns essentlally the same dunng 
Mode I because of the excellent propertles of heated hydrogen as a working 
flu1d, but drops 1.5 seconds 1n spec1flc 1mpulse during Mode II. The 
L02/LH2 stream-tube nllxture ratlo lS seen to Shlft from a value of 7.0 to 
6.1 because of the added amount of transplration coolant. 
In F1gure 16, the trans-regen p01nt is super1mposed on the curves 
prevlously shown in Figure 12. Extrapolat1on of this data p01nt allows the 
estimat10n of the pump d1scharge pressure requlred at lower primary chamber 
pressures. 
Sim1lar power balance calculations were made for a L02/LCH4 + 
LH2 dual throat englne. The results from thlS study are sumll1arized in 
F1gures 17 and 18. It is seen that the use of methane instead of RP-1 fuel 
requlres a slight increase ln hydrogen pump dlscharge pressure (staged 
combustlon Cycle III) for an increase in sea level speclflc lmpulse of 1.8 to 
2.3 percent (6 to 8 seconds). 
3. Gas Generator Cycles 
T\,IO gas generator cycle dual throat engines \'/ere evaluated, as 





TRANS-REGEN COOLING LOWERS PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE 
PCS/PCP = 2.41/3.45 x 107 N/M2 (3500/5000 PSIA) 
F = 2669 KN (600K lb) (60/40) 
STAGED COMBUSTION CYCLE (III) 
COOLANT 
PDH L\P W 
FI/F II 108 N/M2 (PSIA) 107 N/M2 ( psI) Kg/S (LB/S) t:.ISI 
Regen Cooled 2.43 1.34 (19400 ) 2.41 (3500) 0 0 
Tra ns . - Regen. 2.51 1.11 (16070 ) 1.03 (1500 ) 5.22 (11.5*) +0.2 
*0.66% MODE I FLOWRATE 
1.90% MODE II FLOWRATE 
t:.ISII MR I MR II 
0 2.8/7.0 7.0 
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Figure 16. Effect of Trans-Regen Cooling on Cycle Power Balance Staged 
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F = 2669 KN (600K) 
PCS/PCP = 0.7 
MRS/MRP (CH4) = 3.5/7.0 
MRS/MRP (RP-1) = 2.8/7.0 
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Figure 18. Performance Difference Between LOX/LH2 + RP-1 & LOX/LH2 
+ CH4 Dual Throat Engines 
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GG - GAS GENERATOR 
Figure 20. Dual-Fuel, Dual-Throat Engine Gas Generator (Dual) Cycle II 
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III, B, Eng1ne Cycle Cand1dates (cont.) 
s 1dered. The flow c i rcu 1 ts are s lIT1ll ar to those desc rl bed for the staged 
combustion cycles except that the turb1ne exhaust gas 1S dumped 1nto the 
nozzle, as shown 1n the f1gures. Dur1ng Mode II, all or a port1on of the gas 
generator turb1ne exhaust 1S used as bleed flow in the secondary chamber. 
The pump d1scharge pressures obtained from the cycle power balance 
calculat10ns are glven 1n Table VII for both gas generator cycles. Also 
shown in the table are the engine features, including the gas generator flow 
rates during both modes of operation, the L02/LH2 mixture rat10 in Mode 
II, and the loss in performance during Mode I (compared to the staged 
combust1on cycle perforrnance). Gas generator Cycle II is seen to be a poor 
performer because of the hydrocarbon cob ng and the requirement for such a 
large hydrocarbon-r1ch flow rate to achieve a power balance. Gas generator 
Cycle I 1S seen to be an excellent candidate for the baseline pressure 
cond1t1ons, but becomes somewhat power llm1ted at h1gher pressures because of 
the complete dependence upon hydrogen as a work1ng flu1d. Both cycles 
require 1nterpropellant seals. 
4. Expander and Expander Bleed Cycles 
It was not poss1ble to obta1n a power balance for the basel1ne 
dual throat engine ut1l1zing an expander cycle. Expander cycles are commonly 
balanced for eng1nes ,nth chamber pressures of the order of 6.89 x 106 
N/m2 (1000 psia). 
It \'1as also not posslble to obta1n a pract1cal power balance for 
an expander bleed cycle at basel1ne eng1ne cond1t1ons because of the low 
temperature of the hydrogen coolant. A redes1gn of the coolant channels 
and/or a redistribut10n of coolant flow to obtain h1gher hydrogen 
temperatures should allow a balance, but at the expense of dumping a large 










POWER BALANCE SUMMARY FOR GAS GENERATOR CYCLES 
F = 2669 KN (600K) PCS = 1.45 x 107 N/M2 (2100) PCP = 2.07 x 107 N/M2 
STREAM-TUBE THRUST SPLIT = 60/40 
CYCLE 
Pump Discharge 
Pressure (psia) I II 
PDH 3.05 (4420) 3.05 (4420) 
PDO 3.10 (4500) 3.10 (4500) 
PDHC (RP-l) 1.90 (2760) 2.77 (4020) 
PDO 1. 76 (2550) 3.00 (4350) 
Engine Features 
Interpropellant Seal(s) Yes Yes 
Hydrocarbon Coking No Yes 
GG Flow Rate, Mode I 12.2 (26.8) 49.0 (108 ) 
Kg/S (lb/sec) 
GG Flow Rate, Mode II 8.1 (17.8) 8.1 (17.8) 
Kg/S (lb/sec) 
~Is Loss, Mode 1* (sec) -0.7 -11 
Mixture Ratio, Mode II 6.3 6.3 
*Difference between staged combustion cycle performance 
(Note: Mode II loss is the same as staged combustion cycle also 
requires bleed flow) 
43 
(3000 PSIA) 
III, B, Engine Cycle Candidates (cont.) 
These "pure" cycles Here, therefore, not consldered further in the 
study. A mlxed cycle lncorporatlng both expander bleed and staged combustlon 
components was considered as a candldate, however. 
5. Expander Bleed/Staged Combustlon Mlxed Cycle 
The expander bleed/staged combustlOn cycle shown ln Figure 21 was 
analyzed for the dual-fuel, dual-throat engine. The cycle conslsts of two 
oXldlzer-rich preburners (L02/HDF and L02/LH2) and uses the hot 
hydrogen from the coolant Jacket to power both fuel turblnes during Mode I 
and only the LH2 turblne durlng Mode II. The L02/HDF preburner and 
turblne operate only during Mode I. The schematlc lndlcates that all of the 
hydrogen lS used as coolant, but the best verSlon of thlS cycle involves 
heatlng only a small portion of the coolant to a high temperature. and 
utillZing thlS portlOn as the turblne dnve fluld. The remaining (lo\,/er 
temperature) coolant lS burned ln the maln lnJector and the preburner. 
The power balance summary and the englne features for thlS cycle 
are glven ln Table VIII. The cycle lS a major candidate, its prlnclpal 
dlsadvantage belng the large Shlft in mlxture ratio from 7.0 to 5.7 in Mode 
II operatlon. The falrly large amount of dump flow rate also induces a 
performance loss ln Mode II that lS greater than that lncurred for the staged 
combustlon cycle \Ilth ltS smaller amount of bleed flow. 
6. Gas Generator/Staged Combustlon Mlxed Cycle 
The schematlc of the dual-fuel, dual-throat engine gas 
generator/staged combustlOn rnlXed cycle lS shown in Flgure 22. The baslc 
engine operatlon is as follows. L02. for the secondary chamber operatlon 
ln Mode I, flows to the oXldlzer-rich preburner. The turbine exhaust from 
thlS preburner flO\~s to the oXldlZer mamfold of the secondary inJector. HDF 
(RP~1 or LCH4) flows to the secondary injector durlng Mode I operation. A 
small amount of the HDF lS burned ln the oXldlzer-rlch preburner as shown in 
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Figure 21. Dual-Fuel, Dual-Throat Engine Expander Bleed/Staged Combustion 
Mixed Cycle 
1 . -] 
TABLE VI II 
POWER BALANCE SUMMARY FOR EXPANDER BLEED/STAGED COMBUSTION CYCLE 
F = 2669 KN (600K) PCS = 1.45 x 107 N/M2 (2100) PCP = 2.07 x 107 N/M2 (3000 psia) 
STREAM-TUBE THRUST SPLIT = 60/40 
Pump Discharge 








Dump Flow Rate, Mode I 
Kg/s (lb/sec) 
Mixture Ratio, Mode II 










*Difference between staged combustion cycle performance 
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o - OXIDIZER PUMP 
F - FUEL PUMP 
T - TURBINE 
GG - GAS GENERATOR 
PB - PREBURNER 
Figure 22. Dual-Fuel, Dual-Throat Engine Gas Generator/Staged Combustion Mixed 
Cycle 
1 
III, B, Englne Cycle Candldates (cont.) 
utlllzed to cool the nozzle prlor to ltS belng burned in the oXldlzer-rlch 
and fuel-nch preburners. The exhaust from the oXldlZer-nch preburner 
turblne enters the prlmary chamber lnJector oXldlZer mamfold. LH21S 
utlllzed as coolant for the hlgh heat flux reglons of both chambers, as shoun 
In the schematlc. The coolant Jacket outlet flow lS Spllt between the maln 
lnJector, the oXldlzer-rlch preburner and the fuel-rlch preburner. In Mode 
the fuel-rlch preburner turblne exhaust lS dumped In the nozzle, whlle In 
~10de II the fuel-nch exhaust lS used as bleed flow In the secondary chamber. 
Parametrlc power balance data for the gas generator/staged 
conbustlOn mixed cycle are shown In Flgure 23. If the practlcal upper llmlt 
pump dlscharge pressure (state-of-the-art In 1990) lS assumed to be 6.89 x 
107 N/m2 (10,000 pSla), the prlmary chamber pressure wlll be limited to 
3.31, 3.10 and 2.83 x 107 N/m2 (4800, 4500 and 4100 pSla), respectlvely, 
for stream-tube thrust Spllt values of 60/40, 40/60 and 80/20. These values 
should be compared wlth those quoted for the staged combustlOn cycle deplcted 
In Flgure 10. 
Pump dlscharge pressures and coolant pressure drop are glven 1n 
Fl gure 15 as a funct lOn of engl ne thrust frolll 890 to 4448 KN (200K to 1M 
pounds). It lS seen that there lS only a small varlatlon In these parameters 
wlth englne thrust level. 
The vanation In enC]lne Illlxture ratio (L02/LH2 circuit only) 
resultlng from use of the ITI1xed cycle lS shown In Flgure 24. This varlatlon 
could have an lmpact on vehicle performance because of the lncrease In the 
10\1 denslty hydrogen requl rement. 
The loss In speclflc lmpulse due to the gas generator component of 
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Figure 25. Dual Throat Engine Cycle Performance Comparison 
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III, B, Eng1ne Cycle Candldates (cant.) 
function of primary chamber press sure does not appear that significant. The 
loss in Mode II operat10n can be less than that shown for Mode I, because of 
the bleed flow requirement for the staged combustion cycle 1n Mode II. 
7. Engine Cycle Selection 
The englne cycle selected for the dual throat engine 15 the gas 
generator/staged combustlOn cycle. The ratlOnale for the select10n 15 given 
1n Table IX and F1gure 26. In addlt1on, the selection 1ncluded an 1ncrease 
1n chamber pressures to PCS = 1.93 x 107 N/m2 (2800) and PCP = 2.76 x 
107 N/m2 (4000 psia), and a change in stream-tube thrust split to 70% 
L02/RP-l : 30% L02/LH2. The increase 1 n charl,ber pressures and the 
change 1 n stream-tube thrust Spll t \'lere predoml nantly the resul t of the 
m1SS10n applicat10n analysls discussed ln Sect10n IV,E. The high density 
fuel RP-l \'Ias selected over LCH4, but a def1n1tlVe appllcatlon/cost study 
15 requlred before NASA can choose between these and LC3HS fuels. 
C. THRUST CHAMBER HEAT TRANSFER 
Parametric analyses were conducted for parallel hydrogen-cooled chamber 
c1rcuits and an oxygen-cooled secondary nozzle tube bundle to invest1gate the 
effects of thrust, stream-tube thrust-spl1t, chamber pressure, and mixture 
ratio on coolant pressure drop requuements. Mln1mum pressure drop values 
are obtalned for a stream-tube thrust Spllt near the basellne (60/40). To 
ach1eve a pract1cal pressure drop at a prlmary chamber pressure of 3.45 x 
107 N/m2 (5000 pS1a), transplratlOn coollng of the prllllary throat was 
ncessary. The results of the heat transfer analys1s br1efly summar1zed, and 
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TABLE IX 
DUAL THROAT ENGINE CYCLE SELECTION 
Pump D1scharge** Inter-
Pressure (I s1al Propellant Hydrocarbon 
LH2 L02 RP-l L02 Seal (s) Cok1ng 
Gas Generator I 4420 4500 2760 2550 Yes No 
+ 1/2 + 1/2 + 1/2 + 1/2 -3 
Gas Generator II 4420 4500 4020 4350 Yes Yes 
+ 1/2 + 1/2 - 1/2 - 1/2 -3 -3 
Stg Combust10n I 7490 7400 2760 2550 Yes No 
-1 -1 + 1/2 + 1/2 -3 
Stg Combust1on II 6610 6460 6150 5680 Yes Yes 
-1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -3 -3 
Stg Combust1On III 6550 6390 3590 3880 No No 
-1/2 -1/2 
Stg Combust10n IV 6520 6350 3780 4100 No Yes 
-1/2 -1/2 -3 
Expander Bleedl 5590 5550 3590 3880 No No 
Stg Combust10n -1/2 
Gas Generatorl 
Stg Combust10n 5000 5550 3590 3880 No No 
Reference 5000 5500 3600 3900 No No 
*1% Is loss assumed for staged combust10n cycles plus 2~ bleed flow requirement 
**PCS/PCP = 2100/3000 pS1a 
61s 61s* 
Mode I Mode II 
(sec) (sec) 
-0 7 -4 5 
-1/2 
-11 -4 5 
-3 
a -4 7 
-4 -4 7 
-1 
0 -4 7 
-4 -4 7 
-1 
-0 2 -3 1 
-1/2 +1 
-0 4 -2 6 
-1/2 +1 
0 -4 7 
- J 
M1 xture Eng1ne Rating P01nts 
Ratio We1ght Subtracted From 
Mode II (1 b) f1aximufil of 10 Rating 
6 3 5547 10 -2 = 8 
-1 + 1/2 
6 3 5588 
-1 + 1/2 10-91/2= 1/2 
7 0 5991 10 -4 = 6 
7 0 6330 10 -9 1/2 = 1/2 
-1/2 
7 0 6168 10 -1 = 9 
7 0 6222 10 -5 = 5 
5 7 5795 10 -2 = 8 
- 2 1/2 + 112 
6 6 5771 10 -0 = 10 
-1 + 1/2 
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III, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.) 
1. Summary of Results 
The eng1ne cooling stud1es were dlVided 1nto two parts: hydrogen 
cooling of the primary and secondary chambers uS1ng rectangular channels 1n 
zlrcon1um-copper liners w1th electroformed n1ckel closures, and oxygen 
cooling of the secondary nozzle uS1ng h/o-pass Inconel 718 tube bundles. 
Table X and F1gurc 27 shm<J the regeneratlVely cooled chamber geometry for the 
prellmlnary baseline eng1ne, \'/hlCh develops 2700 KN (607,000 lbF) thrust w1th 
60 percent of the stream-tube thrust from the LOX/RP-1 propellants; primary 
and secondary chamber pressures are 2.07 and 1.45 x 107 N/m2 (3000 and 
2100 pSla), respect1vely. The con1cal nozzle was ut1l1zed to fac1litate the 
parametr1c analysls. Two parallel hydrogen flow C1rcults are used for 
chamber cool1ng. One C1rcu1t cools the outer contour, w1th the coolant 1nlet 
at area rat10 8:1 in the secondary nozzle and the outlet at the secondary 
1nJector. The pr1mary C1rcu1t cools the 1nner surface of the secondary 
chamber 1n serles \,Ilth the primary chamber, Illth the 1nlet at the secondary 
1nJector and the outlet at the pr1mary 1nJector. In all cases the flml 
fract10n between C1rcu1ts vias deterrnlned such that the requlred pressure 
drops were bal anced Vil th no bypass flow (see F1 gure 28 and Tabl e XI). 
A coolant pressure drop of 4.72 x 106 N/m2 (685 psi) 1S 
reqlJlred to prov1de a llfe of 100 cycles for the basel1ne chamber, \<Ilth 36 
percent of the hydrogen flow 1n the prlmary C1rcu1t. Coolant bulk 
temperature rlses are 165°K (29]OF) 1n the primary C1rcult and 280 0 K (504°F) 
1n the secondary. Subst1tution of methane for RP-1 1n the combustion zone 
had a negl1gible effect. Scaling of the basel1ne eng1ne to other thrust 
levels, stream-tube thrust Spl1t values, and chamber pressures is presented 
along w1th the effect of chang1ng the prlmary and secondary m1xture ratios 1n 
F1gures 29 through 36. It was found that the min1murn pressure drop 
requ1rement 1S for a stream-tube thrust Spl1t near the basellne value. 
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TABLE X Parte 1 of 2 
PRELIt1INARY BASELINE CHAMBER DESIGN 
OUTER CHAMBER CONTOUR AND HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS 
(See Figure 50 for nomenclature) 
lUI' = 3 PUTllI CHAI~Btll CONTOIJR, 
ZU) 1(2) 1(3) Z (II) Z(5) Z!b) l (7) l(8) Z(9) Z( 10) Z 111) Z (12) Z Ill) Z (14) l (lS) 
Ib,Oo; Ib,29 1b,5] 16,110 20,22 ' 2?,05 23,86 25,79 27,57 28,53 38,52 118,SO 58,11'1 b8,G8 78,46 
11(1) !l(2) !l (3) II 1'1) ~ (~) R(b) R (7) R(6) R(9) 1I!t 0) R!l1) R(l2 ) R (13) R (14) R(15) 
11,116 II, 'Ie 11.116 11,;>3 10,119 9,'13 e,36 7,b" 7 ,3'1 7 ,51 10,19 12,67 15,511 18,22 20,8'1 
S!I ) ~(2) 5 (3) S (0) 5(0;) SIb) 5(7) 5(8) 5(9) 5(10) S( II) 5(12) S(J 1) S (lU) 5(15) 
1b,05 110,2'1 16.53 , 
, 
I~.~b 20,110 ?2 ,S I 2t1.62 2&,5~ 28,11'1 Z9,II6 3q,H 50,13 bO,II7 70,81 81,15 
PCP 30uu, ~CS = 210~, TH~lST = &07uOO, STREAM TUBE THRUST SPLIT = 60/40 
U1 SlA P 0') T8 LAt~r. ~ICTH O[PT~ /I~CH TBS TINT Thl2 nGC QAOl Q~I2 
I C,Qq(l. III. .I~II .07'1 ,3'l~ ,015 157, 159, 'I II, tlb3, b," 3,'1 
2 5Q~7. 1711. .12M .C7Q ,3~5 .0c?1 210, 212. 52'1, 5'111, ~.l 11,7 
3 cd71. 20 0. .O~R • OH .3'15 ,027 2b3, 2b5, 667, 170, 10.9 5,6 
II 5'11)7. 105. .ob7 ,07'1 .!'l5 ,012 319, 31'1, 'lao, 10lb, 15,1 7,7 
5 !> II I. 3P3. .CloO .0"'6 .280 ,073 3'1", 395, 925, 1059, 21,& 111,1 
6 5b811, qe5. .0'1\ 
.0'"'' ,220 ,133 un, 11'12. 1 131, 130&, 110,11 25," 7 '>"':ii!. '1Gb. ,11 '-10 .0'111 ,220 ,13& 11'1'1, sao, 1032, 1213, 110,'1 lo.n 
1\ 5h?l). 517. .0'1\ .Ollb .('30 ,127 522, 522, 1111, 12e7, 110,5 ;'8.3 9 ""bO, '>3'1. .ooJq .ellb ,230 ,\ 31 5'15, 545, 10114, 11'15. 311,5 i5.0 
10 ~C;IO. '>" 0, .Obl .046 • 210 ,11& 571. 572 • 1021, 1137 • 27.2 16,3 
It 511.,u. "'Fl. • 073 .011& ,230 ,1110 5'111. 5'14, '178 • 107'1. 25.1 1&.4 
12 53qc? ;'17. .0132 .011& .230 • 145 111'1, 620. 10211 • 1115. 21,7 13.8 
11 SHI. bl~, .oea • oab .230 • 111 '1 IIlb • 637 • 101'1. 1105. 20.5 13.2 
III ~12b. bl7, .OIJII .04& .230 ,1 4'1 &33. 11311. '178. 1070. 20.7 15.2 15 5.518, &1'1. .oall ,Ollb • 230 .150 «>l&. 11311. 'lei • 1073, 20.7 15.3 
"'U. (lutlNElS z 5511. OELT AT t- 508. DEL UP = 681. tUOl'NT FLCII • 118.0«> 
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TABLE X (Cont.) 
PRELIMINARY BASELINE CHAt1BER DESIGN 
INNER ANNULUS AND PRIMARY CHAMBER CONTOUR AND HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS 






HI> H2) 1(3) H4) 
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THRUST = 2700 KN (607K LBF) 
STREAM-TUBE THRUST SPLIT = 60/40 
PRIMARY PC = 2.07X107 N/M2 (3000 PSIA) 
SECONDARY 
ASPECT -
RATIO LIMITED CYCLE - LIFE/CREEP LIMITED 
OPTIMUM FLOW FRACTION: Fp = .36 
t1 P = 4. 72X106 N/M2 (685 PS IA) 
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
PRIMARY CHAMBER COOLANT FLOW FRACTION 




TABLE XI I 
DUAL THROAT PRIMARY FLOW FRACTION OPTIMIZATION -1 
Stream Primary i 
Tube Pc Primary 
Thrust Thrust 107 N/M2 Flow 
KN (103 1 b) Sp1 it (ps i a) Fraction 
890 (200) 60/40 2.07 (3000) 0.53 
2700 {607 80/20 0.31 
60/40 0.36 Baseline (Pre 1 iml nary) 
40/60 0.45 
60/40 0.97 (1400 ) 0.50 
3.45 (5000) 0.57 No Transpiration 
3.45 (5000) 0.355 Regen + 0.165 Transpiration 
(~P = 1500 psi) 
4448 (1,000) 60/40 2.07 (3000) 0.41 
MIXTURE RATIO STUDY FOR BASELINE CONFIGURATION 
Primary 
Primary Secondary Flow 
OfF OfF Fraction 
5 2.8 0.33 
6 0.32 
7 0.36 
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Figure 34. Coo~ant Bulk Temperature Rise vs Primary Chamber Pressure 
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Figure 35. Pressure Drop vs Mixture Ratio for Primary and Secondary Chambers 
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Figure 36. Coolant Bulk Temperature Rise vs Mixture Ratio 
-III, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.) 
Scal1 ng the basel1 ne engl ne to a thrust of 8896 KN (2 x 106 1 bF) was not 
poss1ble because of the h1gh pressure drops resulting from the increased 
channel 1 engths and the f1 0\"/ a rea constra wt result wg from the lInpos 1 t i on of 
a channel aspect rat10 llm1t; bypassing part of the hydrogen flow to 
alleviate th1S problem was not 1nvest1gated. A hydrogen pressure drop of 
2.41 x 107 N/m2 (3500 psi) was calculated for a pr1mary chamber pressure 
of 3.45 x 107 N/m2 (5000 pS1a). (The secondary chamber pressure \las 70 
percent of the primary chamber pressure in all cases.) In order to reduce 
this requ1rement, transp1ration cooling of the throat region of the primary 
chamber was investigated. A regenerat1ve-cool1ng pressure drop of 1.03 x 
107 N/m2 (1500 psi) can be obta1ned by using 16.5 percent of the hydrogen 
for transpiration cooling (cf. F1gures 37 through 39). 
The secondary nozzle (Flgure 40 and Table XII) vias cooled wlth the 
primary chamber oXldlZer flow from area rat10 8: 1 to 43: 1. A pressure drop 
of 6 x 105 N/m2 (87 pSl) 1S required for the basellne engine, with a bulk 
temperature rlse of 116°K (209°F) as shown 1n Table XIII. Scal1ng of the 
basel1ne nozzle to other thrust levels, stream-tube thrust splits, and 
chamber pressures was also acc~nplished as summar1zed in Flgures 41 through 
43. As in the case of the chamber, the mlnlmum coolant pressure drop occurs 
for a stream-tube thrust Spl1t near the basel1ne value. 
2. Chamber Regeneratlve Cool1ng 
Chamber des1gn studles were conducted uSlng a special regenerative 
cool1ng program w1th the dual throat chamber geometry bUllt in. Geometric 
and flow scaling from the baseline configurat10n to other thrust levels, 
stream-tube thrust Spl1ts and chamber pressures was provlded. Basel1ne 
gas-s1de heat transfer coefflclents and heat loads are input by aXlal 
pos1tion on each surface to the dual-throat program, which includes scaling 
69 
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Figure 38. Regenerative Cooling Analysis for a Primary Chamber 
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Figure 39. Effect of Transpiration Coolant Flow on Regenerative 
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NOZZLE TUBE BUNDLE SUMMARY 
LOX/RP-1 Primary Tube Pressure Drop Bulk 
Stream Tube Thrust Pc 107 N/M2 No. _ Wall mm 106 N/M2 Rise oK, 
Thrust, % KN (103 1 bf) (ps i a ) Tubes (i n. ) (ps i ) ( OF) 
60 890'(200) 2.07 (3000) 248 .61 (.024 ) .54 (78) 126 (226) 
2700 (607) 268 .99 (.039) .60 (87) 116 (209) 
8896 (2,000) 336 1.45 (.057) .97 (140 ) 106 (190) 
'-J 40 2700 -(607) 204 1.24 (.049) .71 (103 ) 74 (134 ) 
+=-
80 486 .56 (.022 ) .92 (134 ) 257 (463) 
60 2.76 (4000) 300 .89 (.035) 1.49 (216 ) 118 (212) 
3.45 (5000) 346 .76 (.030) 3.63 (527) 119 (214) 
__ I __ I - --' _I ___ I 
1 "'1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 --1 - 1 
TABLE XI II 
PRELIMINARY BASELINE ENGINE TUBE BUNDLE STUDY 
TIlE cnOLANT IS OnGEN (PIWPU) FLOWING IN RCUND OH FLATTENED 
MR= 2.80 PC= 2100. pSIA TC=b85b. R ~GSTAR=1850.70 LB/S~C PIN=5&b2. PSJA TIN- 200. R 
FLOw SUMMARY TABLE 
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Figure 41. Effect of Stream-Tube Thrust Split on Oxygen-Cooled Nozzle 
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III, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.) 
relationships to vary these quantit1es \'11th thrust, stream-tube thrust Spl1t 
and chamber pressure. The basel1ne 1nputs were determ1ned from the ALRC 
standard regenerative COOll ng program for gas-s lde \'1a 11 temperatures 
approxlmatlng those allmted by the cycle llfe and creep crlteria descrlbed 
later. Slnce the dual throat program deflnes the coolant channel depths 
based on these crlterla, the discrepancy between lnput boundary cond1tlons 
and calculated wall temperatures is usually small. Basellne heat transfer 
coefflc1ents \tere calculated as follows: 
-0.2 -0.6 Stf = 0.026 Cg Ref Prf 
\'/ith properties evaluated at the average of the wall and recovery 
temperatures. Flgure 44 shows the Cg proflle for the basel1ne prlmary 
chamber; a slmllar proflle was used for the secondary chamber. The Hess and 
Kunz correlat1on, Ref. (9), was used to calculate coolant heat transfer 
coefficlents for hydrogen. Curvature effects were accounted for as follows: 
hcurve = [Re (de) 2Ji.
Oo05 
hstraight b Rc 
In which Rc 1S the radius 'of curvature and de 1S the hydraullc diameter. 
Fabricat10n consideratlons resulted In the selectlon of 1.02 mm 
(0.040 In.) as the mlnimum land wldth and mlnlmum channel wldth; In addltlon, 
a maximum channel aspect rat10 (depth/wldth) of 5:1 was 1mposed. The channel 
aspect ratlo llmlt had a slgn1f1cant lmpact on many of the deslgns, as will 
be seen In the discusslon of results. A gas-slde wall thlckness of 0.64 mm 
(0.025 In.) was used In the hlgh heat flux reglons, except In the case of a 
primary chamber pressure of 3.45 x 107 N/m2 (5000 pSla), In which case 1t 
was necessa~ to use a 0.76 mm (0.030 in.) wall to provide adequate strength 
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II I, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.) 
nozzles in order to allow \iider channels and lncreased flow areas. The 
maXHnum wall thlckness in the prlmary nozzle was 0.89 mill (0.035 In.) for 
chamber pressures ~ 2.07 x 107 N/m2 (3000 pSla) and 1.14 mm (0.045 In.) 
for 3.45 x 107 N/m2 (5000 psia); the maXlmurn wall thickness ln the 
secondary nozzle was 1.27 mm (0.050 In.) ln all cases. 
Maximum allowable channel wldths Here lnltlally deflned by the 
gas-slde wall strength crlteria of Flgure 45, conslderlng cold startup (cold 
walls, no chamber pressure and coolant ln1et pressure throughout the channel) 
as Hell as steady state operatlOn. Slnce the criterla of Figure 45 made lt 
dlfflcu1t to maintain secondary chamber throat channel wldths above 1.02 rnm 
(0.040 In.), some Ylelding ~/as allo\'led dUrlng steady state operatlon for 
prlfnary chamber pressures ~ 2.07 x 107 N/m2 (3000 pSla). ThlS allowed 
channel wldth/wal1 thickness ratlos at hlgh temperatures 16 percent higher 
than those of Flgure 45. In general, cold startup dlctated the maXlmum 
allowable Hall thlckness ln the prlmary challlber and the annular part of the 
secondary chamber. 
Channel widths were generally set at the maXlmum allowed by the 
above structural criterla for the wall ln order to maXlmlze the flow area 
obtalnable wlthin the channel aspect ratlo llmlt of 5:1. The throat land 
\'ndths were set at the mlnlmUm of 1.02 mm (0.040 In.) ln order to lInprove 
COOll ng capabil ity and maXlml ze the number of cool ant channel s. Flgures 46 
and 47 glve the channel and land width proflles for the base11ne primary and 
secondary chambers, respectively. 
Maximum gas-slde \'/all temperatures \~ere determlned from the cycle 
11fe/creep crlterla 91ven 1n Flgure 48. In thlS f1gure the d1fference 
between the maximum gas-slde temperature and the average nickel closeout 
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Figure 47. Land and Channel Widths Preliminary Baseline Primary Chamber 
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III, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.) 
temperatures less than 239°K (-30°F), a cycle llfe of 100 cycles deternllnes 
the allowable gas-slde temperature. For closeout temperatures above 239°K 
(-30°F), creep lllllltS the maximum gas-slde wall temperature to 81l oK 
(lOOO°F). The two llne segments shOlvn ln Flgure 48 are lnput to the computer 
program, and the maXlmum gas-slde wall temperature llmltatlon automatlcally 
determines the local channel depth provided the resultant depth/wldth ratlo 
lS wlthln the limlt of 5:1. Figure 49 glves the resultant channel depth 
profile for the basellne prlmary chamber. The alternate increases and 
decreases between the throat and a pOlnt about 7.6 cm (3 In.) upstream of the 
throat are caused by the comblned effects of VarlatlOns in heat flux, land 
wldth and channel curvature. The channel aspect ratlo llmlted the depth ln 
the flrst 10.4 cm (4.1 In.) of the chamber. Reduclng the throat reglon 
channel \vidth from the current 1.2 mm (0.047 In.), thereby increasing the 
number of channels, could reduce the extent of overcoollng ln thlS 10.4 cm 
(4.1 in.) sectlon. ThlS type of channel optlmlzation was not investlgated ln 
the present contract, although lnltlal studles with 1.02 mm (0.040 in.) wlde 
channels ln the throat resulted ln overcoollng the throat reglon due to the 
channel aspect ratlo llmlt. All channel depths ln the basellne secondary 
Clrcult \'1ere deflned by the aspect ratlo llmit. 
All chamber deslgns \rere based on balanclng the pressure drop of 
the two Clrcults by selectlOn of the coolant flo\'1 fractlOn between circuits. 
Flgure 28 shows the lndivldual Clrcult pressure drop characteristics for the 
basellne deslgn pOlnt as a functlon of the fractlon of the hydrogen flow used 
to cool the primary circult. These curves generally exhibit a mimmum point 
as shown in Figure 28 for the secondary circult. Pressure drops are hlgher 
at low clrcuit flows, ln thlS case correspondlng to a hlgh prlmary clrcuit 
flow, Slnce the channel depths are reduced (hlgh L/de) and the hlgh bulk 
temperature rlse reqUlres hlgher mass velocitles for wall temperature 
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III, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.) 
overcool1ng and the f1xed coolant flow area results 1n the pressure drop 
1ncreas1ng w1th flow rate. For the basel1ne des1gn, equal circuit pressure 
drops of 685 ps 1 are obta1 ned with 36 percent of the hydrogen fl owi ng 1 n the 
pr1mary C1rcu1t and the balance 1n the secondary C1rcu1t. It 1S apparent 
that bypass1ng part of the hydrogen flow, Wh1Ch would sh1ft the secondary 
C1rcu1t curve 1n F1gure 28 to the left, would result 1n a somewhat lower 
pressure drop. However, all results reported here1n are based on no bypass 
flow. Table X prov1des the dual throat regenerative cool1ng program output 
for the basel1ne des1gn, and F1gure 50 glves some of the nomenclature 
asociated w1th Table X. Note that the geometry tables follow the combust1on 
gas flow start1ng at the 1nJectors, wh1le the heat transfer tables follow the 
coo 1 ant fl OH. 
The basellne des1gn p01nt was also 1nvest1gated \'11th methane 
replacing RP-1. Combust1on product temperatures and properties w1th methane 
are very slm1lar to those \,Ilth RP-1. As a result, v1rtually 1dentical flow 
fract10ns and chamber pressure drops \~ere obta1ned w1th these fuels. A 
shorter, 30° secondary nozzle was also 1nvest1gated, result1ng 1n a 1.4 x 
105 N/m2 (20 pS1) pressure drop reduction compared to the reference 15° 
nozzle; 1n th1S case the pr1mary c1rcuit coolant flow was 32.5 percent of the 
total hydrogen flow. 
F1gures 29 and 30 show the effect of Mode 1 propellant thrust 
split on chamber pressure drop and coolant bulk temperature r1se, 
respectively. The pressure drop curve exh1b1ts a m1n1mum near the basel1ne 
60/40 stream-tube thrust Spl1t. As the stream-tube thrust Spl1t var1es, the 
ava i1 ab 1 e hydrogen fl ml va rl es; therefore, the shape of the pressure drop 
characterist1c 1S expla1ned by the same flow effects observed 1n F1gure 28 as 
the flm'l fractlOn \'/as vaned 1n an 1nd1v1dual circu1t. In the same \'1ay, the 
1ncreased hydrogen flow assoc1ated w1th lower LOX/RP-1 stream-tube thrusts 
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III, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.) 
Flgures 31 and 32 show the effect of total engine thrust on 
chamber pressure drop and bulk temperature rlse, respectively. The trends 
shown are the same as for conventlonal thrust chambers. Increaslng thrust 
lncreases the channel length, whlle the channel aspect ratlo llmit restrlcts 
the flow area lncrease deSlred to accommodate the hlgher flow rates. Even 
wlthout the aspect ratlo llmlt the hydraullc dlameter lncrease wlth thrust 
would be small. These conslderatlons explaln the slgnlflcant 1ncrease in 
pressure drop at the hlgher thrust levels. It was not posslble to achleve 
converged computer Solutlons at 8896 KN (2 x 106 lbF) thrust due to the 
very hlgh pressure drops. 
Flgures 33 and 34 Ylve the effect of chamber pressure on pressure 
drop and bulk temperature rlse, respect1vely. In all cases the secondary 
chamber pressure was 70 percent of the pnmary pressure. Presure drop 
1ncreases wlth chamber pressure due to the hlgher heat fluxes, reach1ng 2.4 x 
107 N/m2 (3500 pS1) at a prlmary chamber pressure of 3.45 x 107 N/m2 
(5000 pS1a). The bulk temperature rlse character1stlcs of F1gure 34 are 
1nfluenced by the Clrcu1t flow fract1ons. The pr1mary C1rcult flow fraction 
Has smallest at the basel1ne prlmary chamber pressure of 2.07 x 107 N/m2 
(3000 pS1a), result1ng ln a maX1mum prlmary Clrcu1t bulk rise and a minlmum 
secondary circu1t bulk r1se at th1S pressure. 
F1gure 35 shm'ls the effects of prlmary and secondary mixture ratlo 
van at ions on chamber press ure drop. For L02/RP-l combust 1 on the 
sto1chlOmetnc 1n1xture rat10 1S 3.4. For mlxture ratios less than th1S the 
heat flux 1S reduced, so that the cool1ng requlrements are reduced. For 
L02/LH2 combustlOn the sto1ch10metnc mixture rat10 1S 8. Hm'lever, at 
lower nllxture ratlOs more free hydrogen 1S ava1lable, \'/h1Ch enhances the 
gas-s1de heat transfer coeff1c1ent and offsets the reduced cOlllbustlOn gas 





















III, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.) 
rat10 for the clrcu1t 111 which the ,n1xture rat10 varles. These curves 
reflect the above heat flux var1at1ons plus the effects of hydrogen flow 
variat10ns as the pr1mary mlxture rat10 changes. In add1t1on, a signlficant 
shift in the C1rcu1t flow fract10n reduced the secondary C1rcu1t bulk 
temperature rlse for a secondary chamber mlxture ratlo of 2.0 • 
3. Chamber Comb1ned Transpirat1on-Regeneratlve Cooling 
The hlgh coolant pressure drop noted above for a prlmary chamber 
pressure of 3.45 x 107 N/m2 (5000 pS1a) is unacceptable from an engine 
power balance standpo1nt. Therefore, a combinat1on of transpirat10n and 
regenerative coollng was lnvestigated. Ind1v1dual c1rcuit pressure drop vs. 
hydrogen flow fractlon character1st1cs indlcated 1t was the primary circu1t 
WhlCh was responslble for the high pressure drop; the m1nlmum pressure drop 
for thlS clrcuit was 2.28 x 107 N/m2 (3300 pSl) compared to Just over 
6.89 x 106 N/m2 (1000 psi) for the secondary clrcuit. Slnce a coolant 
pressure drop of 1.03 x 107 N/m2 (1500 pS1) was des1red for a reallst1c 
englne power balance, transpirat10n coollng of the secondary throat region 
was not necessary; at thlS pressure drop, 48 percent of the hydrogen flow 1S 
requ1red for the secondary circuit. The balance of the hydrogen flow was 
SpIlt between a transplration-cooled prlmary c1rcuit 1dentical to that 
cons1dered previously except that lt bypasses the transp1rat1on-cooled throat 
section. 
Parametrlc studles for varlOUS lengths of the transpiration-cooled 
section were conducted in order to split the avallable hydrogen flow between 
thlS section and the prlmary regeneratlve cool1ng c1rcu1t. In all cases the 
aft end of the transplratlon sect10n was 7.9 cm (3.1 In.) downstream of the 
throat at an area ratlo of 1.40. F1gure 37 glves the transpirat10n flow 
requ1rements as a function of the contour length 1n the transp1ration 
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sect1on. Th1S sectlOn Has assuilled to be made of 0.20 nlm (8 mil) sta1nless 
steel platelets \'nth 0.10 mm (4 m11) coolant channels normal to the chamber 
aX1S; local coolant flows \Jere selected to llnllt the maX1mum platelet 
temperature to 1222°K (1740°F). Regenerat1ve cool1ng requ1rements were 
analyzed for two transp1rat1on sect10n lengths, as shown 1n F1gure 38 as a 
functlOn of the pnmary C1rcu1t coolant flo~, fract10n. Pnmary C1rcu1t 
pressure drops include a throat bypass loss based on veloc1ty head loss 
coeff1c1ents of 0.5 at the nozzle sect10n outlet and 0.1 at the chamber 
sect10n 1nlet. The shift 1n the secondary C1rcu1t character1st1cs w1th 
1ncreased transp1rat1on sect10n length reflects the reduced coolant flow 
ava11able for the pr1mary c1rcu1t. nalanc1ng the pr1mary and secondary 
C1rcu1t pressure drops from F1gure 38 Y1elds the f1nal result of th1S 
analys1s, 1.e., the requ1red regenerat1ve cool1ng pressure drop as a funct10n 
of the transp1rat10n coolant flow as shown 1n F1gure 39. The des1red 
pressure drop of 1.03 x 107 N/m2 (1500 pS1) requ1res that 16.5 percent of 
the hydrogen be used for transp1rat10n cool1ng. 
4. Secondary Nozzle Coolng 
Two-pass, oxygen-cooled tube bundles were 1nvest1gated for cool1ng 
the secondary nozzle from area rat10 of 8:1 to 43:1; the contour assumed for 
th1S study 1S shown 1,n F1gure 40. Round Inconel 718 tubes w1th a unlform 
~,all ttllckness were ut1llZed, \Ilth the wall temperature lllTllted to 922°1( 
(1200°F). Th1S temperature llm1t prov1des a llfe of approx11nately 250 
cycles. Tube wall th1cknesses were based on the strength cntenon of Flgure 
51. TIllS cnterion was appl1ed 1n a conservat1ve manner by 1mpos1ng the 
coolant 1nlet pressure at area rat10 43:1 and dssum1ng a 922°K (1200°F) wall 
temperature at th1S location. US1ng the pnmary chamber oX1dlZer flml as the 
coolant flow, the number of tubes vias vaned to obta1n maXlmum wall 
temperature of 922°K (1200°F). Th1S temperature occurred at the coolant 
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III, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cant.) 
Oxygen heat transfer coefflclents Here calculated from the ALRC 
corre1atlon of Ref. (10): 
0.4 ( Pb ) -0.5 ( Kb ) O.5( en )0.667( P )-0.2 2 NUb = 0.0025 Reb Prb P K C -P - (1 + L/d ) w "VI Pb cr e 
All tube bundle deslgns are summar1zed in Table XII, and a sample 
computer output for the base11ne eng1ne 1S given 1n Table XIII. Figure 41 
shows the effect of stream-tube thrust Sp11t on coolant pressure drop and 
bu1 k temperature rl se. As the LOX/RP-l stream-tube thrust 1 ncreases from 
nOllnna1, the coolant f10\l aval1ab1e decreases, resultlng In a larger bulk 
temperature rlse, smaller tubes (greater L/de ) and a correspondlng 1ncrease 
in pressure drop. At lower stream-tube thrust S!)11tS ~Ilth hlgher coolant 
f1m! rates, larger tubes result In thlcker ~"alls WhlCh requlre hlgher coolant 
mass ve10cltles and, therefore, S11ghtly hlgher pressure drops than the 
nOil1 na1 60/40 stream-tube thrust Spll t. F1 gures 42 and 43 show the 1 ncrease 
In coolant pressure drop requlred w1th 1ncreaslng thrust and chamber 
pressure, respectlvely; bulk temperature rlse var1at1ons w1th these 
parameters are small. Pressure drop 1ncreases w1th thrust because of 
1 ncreased tube length and Hall thlckness. 
D. THRUST CHAMBER STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
A prellmlnary structural and 1m", cycle fatlgue evaluatlOn of the 
basellne dual-fuel, dual-throat eng1ne concept \las performed. The low cycle 
fat1gue llfe of the structure was pred1cted to exceed the serV1ce llfe 
requlrements of the des1gn. 
1. Summary of Results 
Structural and 1m" cycle fat1gue analyses were conducted to 







III, D, Thrust Chamber Structural Analysls (cont.) 
copper llner and electrofonlled nlckel Jacket geometry. 
Two locatlons 1n each of the prlmary and secondary thrust chambers 
(throat and cyllndrlcal reglon) were selected for detalled elastlc/plastlc 
analyses wlth thennal and thennal plus mechanical load1ng cond1tlons. 
Results of these analyses 1nd1cate the des1gn concept lS feas1ble. 
Low cycle fat1gue llfe for the basel1ne engine conflguration lS 
I 
based on iteratlve elast1c/plast1c plane stra1n predict10ns obtained from 
computer analyses. Predicted total stra1n and correspond1ng CYC11C llfe are 
summanzed 1 n Table XIV. 
TABLE XIV 
PREEDICTED TOTAL STRAIN AND CYCLIC LIFE 
N1nimum EFN1 
TG TB Wall Th1ckness Nf 
Component oK (oF) oK (oF) rmn ( 1 n. ) £...I.'%l Cycl es 
Prlmary Chamber 
Throat 777 (938) 154 (-183) 2.8 (0.11 ) 2.14 130 
Cyh nder 698 (797) 237 ( -33) 8.9 (0.35) 2.37 105 
Seconda ry Chamber 
Throat 674 (753) 278 ( 40) 4.1 (0.16) 1.58 225 
Cyl nder 594 (610) 354 ( 178) 12.7 (0.5) 1.35 300 
Stra1n concentratlOn factors, K£, from these results are shown 
1n F1gure 52 for compar1son w1th factors from preVlOUS stud1es. The large 
scatter 1 s thought to result from constra 1 nts imposed by the rel at ive ly tIll ck 
n1ckel Jacket llner requ1red to susta1n pressure 1nduced hoop membrane 
forces. 
On the bas1s of the prelim1nary analys1s results the pred1cted 
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III, 0, Thrust Chamber Structural Analysls (cont.) 
calculated for the cyllndrlcal sectlon of the prlmary thrust chamber. 
The stress and straln dlstrlbutlon in the copper llner lndlcates 
the need for lncreaslng the copper thlckness from the present 0.64 mm (0.025 
lnch) to a mlnlmum 0.76-0.89 mm (0.030-0.035 inch) range. Thickness of 
electroform nlckel requlred to sustaln pressure loads becomes substantlal in 
the cyllndrlcal sections. Evaluation of alternate deslgn optlons should lead 
to a less severe stress and straln dlstrlbutlon. 
2. Design Crlterla 
a. Statlc Strength 
The following factors of safety are utilized \'11th llmit loads 
and pressure loads: 
o 
o 
1.0 on Yleld strength 
1.5 on ultlmate strength 





Statlc force loads 
Shock/dynamic loads 
Thermal loads are self-llmitlng and are not subJect to safety 
factors other than those used for life predlctlons. 
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b. Fatlgue Life 
TYPlcal ZlrCOnlUrn copper deslgn allm'/able fatigue curves 
utillzed In the analysls are shown In Flgures 53 and 54. Where multl-axlal 
stresses occur, effectlve stresses are calculated uSlng the Mlses-Hencky 
constant energy of dlstortlon theory and are used with the fatigue curves. 
For low cycle fatlgue strength the followlng factors are used. 
Factor on C.lcles Data Basls 
4. Flgures 53 and 54 
10 Hour Hold 
10. Flgures 53 and 54 
0.1 Nf @ t = 0 curve 
c. Geometry 
The hlgh heat flux reglon of the chamber uses slotted 
zirconlum copper for the llner and electroformed nlckel for the outer Jacket. 




MlnlmUrn Slot 11ldth = 1.02 mm (0.04 In.) 
Mlnlmum Load Wldth = 1.02 mm (0.04 In.) 
MlnlmUIll Hall Thlckness = 0.64 mm (0.025 in.) 
d. SerVlce Llfe 
SerVlce llfe crlterla are: 
o 
o 
Llfe = 100 Cycles (Tlmes Safety Factor of 4) 
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-III, D, Thrust Chamber Structural Jl.nalysls (conL) 
e. Temperatures 
The gas-slde Hall is llmlted by serV1CC llfe and matenal 
propertles to 1000°F maXllT1Ufil. 
f. Presure 
The chamber pressures for the analysls are: 
o 
° 
2.07 x 107 N/m2 (3000 pSl) prlmary 
1.45 x 107 N/m2 (2100 psi) secondary 
The coolant pressures for the analysls are: 
° 3.85 x 107 fl/rn2 (5583 pSl) (throat), 
3.68 x 107 N/m2 (5340 pSl) (cyl) (prlmary) 
3.90 x 107 N/rn2 (5658 pSl) (throat); 
3.67 x 107 N/m2 (5326 pSl) (cyl) secondary ° 
g. Matenal Propertles 
The baslc thrust chamber constructlon utlllzes slotted 
zircomum copper for the liner matenal and electrofonlled nlckel for the 
closeout material (Jacket). 
Zlrconlurn copper propertles used ln the analysls are shown ln 
Flgure 55. 
3. Jl.na1ytlca1 Method and Model Descrlptlon 
Strength of materials methods are used ln the ana1ysls of the 
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III, D, Thrust Chamber Structural Analys1s (cont.) 
rnaten al th1cknesses requlred to susta1 n the cool ant and chamber pressure. 
These minimum th1cknesses are based on the propert1es of the material at 
operat1ng temperature. 
An elast1c/plast1c plane strain analys1s lS then conducted using a 
detailed f1n1te element model representat10n of a cross sect10n of the thrust 
chamber wall. For th1S analys1s thermal and thennal plus mechamcal loads 
are appl1ed to the model and a suff1c1ent number of load 1terations lS 
performed to establ1sh a converged Solut1on. The AB5U f1n1te clement 
computer program lS the pr1nc1pal tool employed for th1S analys1s effort. 
The finite element model 1S a cyl1ndncal segment of the chamber 
wall bounded by two radlals Wh1Ch form two cut boundary 11nes, \,/ith one 
radial b1sect1ng a "land" and the other b1sect1ng a coolant channel. 
Boundary conditions 1mposed along the cut llnes allo\'1 only for movement along 
the radial lines to slmulate a continuous r1ng effect. The included angle 
between'the boundary rad1al is def1ned as e = 360o/2N, where N lS the number 
of coolant channel slots. A typ1cal f1nite element model of the wall cross 
section is presented in F1gure 56. 
4. Parametr1c Slzlng Results 
Init1al slZing calculatlOns \'Iere made to detenlllne thrust chamber 
11ner coolant channel geometry and EFN1 Jacket thickness needed to sustain 
the pressure loads and to establ1sh the feas1b111ty of the des1gn to meet the 
desired lml cycle fatigue obJectlVe. Th1S 1S accomplished through the 
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III, D, Thrust Chamber Structural Analys1s (cont.) 
The zirconium copper llner coolant channel wall between lands can 
be visualized as a beam wlth bU1lt-in edge f1X1ty (at the lands), subjected 
to a un1form pressure equal to the d1fferential between coolant channel 
pressure and thrust chamber pressure. 
The maximum bendlng moment for the beam shown in the adJacent 
sketch occurs at the built-1n edges and 1S defined by: 
and the corresponding bending stress 1S 
Substituting for M gives 
<1 = L ~pi = ~p l y!.) 2 
b t2 12 2 t 
For the beam to rema1n elast1c, the bend1ng stress must be less than or equal 
to the allowable tenslle strength of the materlal at operat1ng temperatures: 
0b = ~p l I) 2 2. F ty 
The aspect ratio of span to thickness can be determlned from 
y!.< -=----tY (
2F ) 1/2 
t - ~p 
Table XV summarizes aspect rat10s determ1ned for a range of pressures 0.35 to 
5.52 x 107 N/m2 (500 psi to 8000 psi) and gas side wall temperatures 478 
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III, 0, Thrust Chamber Structural Analysls (cont.) 
5. Allowable Temperature Range 
The allowable range of dlfferentlal telllperature (t.T = Tg - Tb) 
1S establ1shed as a funct10n of gas slde and backs1de wall temperatures, 
total stra1n range, and CYCllC llfe uSlng the relatlOnshlp. 
Where: 
T- tJ.E 
- (S.F.)(a)(K ) 
£ 
6£ = Total Straln Range 
S.F. = Appl1cable Deslgn Safety Factor 
a = Coeff1clent of Thermal ExpanslOn 
K = Stra1n Concentrat1on Factor (F1gure 52). 
£ 
Table XVI summanzes the allowable H, and backs1de wall 
temperature Tb determlned for a range of gas side wall temperatures 478 to 
81l oK (400°F to 1000°F) and straln ranges (1.0 to 2.55%). Data from Table 
XV! are plotted in Flgure 58. 
6. Lo\'l Cycle Fatlgue Analysls 
lml cycle fat 1 gue ana lyses were conducted for coolant channel and 
Jacket geometrles selected for the basellne engine primary and secondary 
thrust chambers. The LCF evaluatlons were conducted on cross sections of the 
chamber wall taken from the throat and cyllndrlcal reglons. 
Four lteratlon elastlc/plastlc computer analyses were performed 
for thermal and thermal plus mechanical loadlng. Results obtained from the 
canputer analyses v/ere used to plot curves of predl cted stral n versus 
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TABLE XVI 
CYCLIC LIFE VERSUS STRAIN RANGE 
FTy (PSI) 8600 8100 7600 7100 6600 6100 5600 
TG (oF) 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
Ke: 1. 35 1.45 1 56 1.69 1.83 2.05 2.36 
Cl (IN/IN/oF) 9.8(10)-6 10.0(10)-6 10.1(10)-6 10.2(10)-6 10 3(10)-6 10 4(10)-6 10.5(10)-6 
M:. = 1.0% Ntf4 = 510 CYCLES 
t.T 540 493 453 414 379 335 288 
TB -140 7 147 286 421 565 712 
t.e: = 1.33% Nf/4 = 300 CYCLES 
t.T 718 655 603 551 504 446 383 
TB -318 -155 -3 149 296 454 617 
-' t.e: = 1 61% Nf/4 = 209 CYCLES 
0 
\.0 t.T 869 793 730 667 610 539 464 
TB -469 -293 -130 33 190 361 536 
t.e: = 1 86" Nf/4 = 165 CYCLES 
t.T 1004 916 843 771 705 623 536 
TB -604 -416 -243 -71 95 277 464 
t.e: = 2 55% Nf /4 = 100 CYCLES 
t.T 1927 1758 1618 1479 1353 1196 1029 
TB -1527 -1258 -1018 -779 -552 -296 -29 
NOTE 
t.e: 
t.T = 1 4 Cl K£ (FOR t.e: = 1 0, 1 33, 1 61, AND 1 86) 
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III, D, Thrust Chamber Structural Analysls (cant.) 
was extrapolated to lntersect the secondary modulus slope. The correspondlng 
straln is used to predict cyclic life. Figures 59 and 60 show the predicted 
strain ranges for selected elements for tYPlcal conditions analysed. 
E. TECHOLOGY IDENTIFICATION 
Areas requlring technological lnvestlgatlon for the dual throat englne 
are identlfied as including: (1) gas-gas injector performance, combustion 
stability, and deslgn, (2) bleed flo\\' system design evaluation to optlmize 
non-isoenergetic flow, (3) maximum secondary/prlmary pressure ratlo (~0.7) 
determlnatlon to insure stable engine operatlon, (4) series burn deslgn 
evaluatlon to achieve hlgher secondary chamber pressure, (5) thrust chamber 
manufacturlng methods for double \'lall coollng, (6) gas generator turblne 
exhaust nozzle and secondary chamber bleed dump performance determinatlon, 
(7) start/shutdmtn tranSlent analysls and detemllnatlOn for parallel flow 
operation, (8) trans-regen coollng and performance determlnation, (9) engine 
Height reduct lOn through the appl i cat lOn of advanced maten al s, (10) 
performance determi nat 1 on for LOX/hydrocarbon thrust chambers, \'/here the 
hydrocarbon is RP-l, CH4 or subcooled C3H8, (11) stolchlOmetrlc 
preburner (gas generator) demonstratlon, (12) mlcroprocesor based controller 
demonstratlon for lightwelght, precise englne control, (13) turbopump 
demonstration utillzing hydrostatic journal bearings for long llfe, (14) tur-
bopump demonstration with a self-alignlng thrust balancer (artlculated, 
floating face seal), and (15) posltive displacement pump demonstration of 
zero NPSH and varlable flow. 
A state-of-the-art assessment, Justlflcatlon, objectives and technlcal 
approach for each of the technologles are given ln Table XVII. 
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Figure 60. Predicted Strain - Preliminary Baseline Inner Chamber Throat 
TABLE XVII 
DUAL THROAT ENGINE REQUIRED TECHNOLOGY 
STATE-OF-THE-ART 
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT JUSTIFICATION OBJECTIVE TECHNICAL APPROACH 
IA Gas-Gas InJector NAS 3-15850 (ITA) DeSign criteria for two Determine performance Single element & sub-
Performance (Staged NAS 3-14379 (Design/Test) 1000 of (Ox1d1zer-rich & versus L', stabi11ty scale test1ng & ana1yt1ca1 
Combust1on Cycles) fue1-r1ch) gas streams cr1 tena model development 
not available at Hi Pc 
IB Hot Gas - Gas/L1qu1d AF 04(611) 10830 (ARES) Des1gn cr1ter1a for OX1d - Determ1ne performance Single element & sub-
InJector Performance AF 04(611) 10785 (H202/Al-43) rich hot (1000°F) gas & versus L', stab111ty scale test1ng & ana1yt1cal 
(M1xed GG/SC Cycle) RamJets (A1r/JP-4) lower temperature Gas/ cr1tena model development 
l1qu1d fuel 1S l1m1ted 
II Bleed Flow System NAS 8-32666 cold flow Isoenerget1c bleed flow Determ1ne optimum Generate & evaluate design 
Des1gn/Eva1uat1on requ1red for m1n1mum des1gn configurat1on concepts in subsca1e hot 
performance loss and for non-1soenerget1c fHe tests 
min1mum m1xture rat10 bleed flow dur1nq ~ode 
Sh1 ft II operat1on 
III Secondary/Pr1mary ALRC IR&D 8877-06 H1gh pressure 1n secondary Determ1ne combust1on Evaluate des1gns for 
Chamber Pressure cold flow test1ng & chamber 1mproves dual stab1l1ty of dual combust1on stab111ty 1n 
rat10 (~ 0 7) ana1ys1s throat performance throat over range of subscale hot f1re tests 
Stab1l1ty of eng1ne system PCS/PCP ~ 0 7 
not known 1f subson1C 
-' 
-' 
pr1mary 1S ut1l1zed 
+:0 
IV Seri es Burn ALRC IR&D 8877-06 H1gh pressure in secondary Determ1 ne feas 1 b1 1 1 ty of Analyze ser1es burn des1gn 
Des 1 gn Concept cold flow testing & chamber 1mproves dual ser1es burn des1gn concepts and se1 ect- most 
Eva1uat1on ana1ys1s throat performance concepts prom1s1ng coo11ng system 
Coo11ng requ1rements for des1gn 
ser1es burn des1gns not 
ava11able 
V Double Wall Thrust Des1gn cr1ter1a for Determ1ne opt1mum des1gn Generate & evaluate 
Chamber Fa bn ca t 1 on/ pr1mary chamber double conf1guration for pnmary Jacket des1gns capable of 
Des1gn cooling Jacket and chamber/nozzle walls being fabricated Analyze 
nozzle 11P not available des1gns for heat transfer, 
structures, and fabricat10n 
methods 
VI Gas Generator Ach1evement of maX1mum Determ1ne optimum des1gn Generate & evaluate nozzle 
Turb1ne Exhaust gas generator exhaust conf1gurat1on for GG dump and bleed dump design 
Performance performance 1mproves nozzle dump and secondary concept 
engine performance chamber bleed flow dump 
VII Parallel Flow ALRC IR&D 8877-06 Start and shutdown Determine fool-proof Analyze f10w/1gnit1on/ 
Trans1ent Ana1ys1s cold flow testing procedures for the dual operational control combust1on c1rcuits for 
throat engine requ1res sequence dual throat engine Select 
special ana1ys1s due to opt1mum control system 
the stag1ng of multiple 
combustors 
__ J 




















Contro 11 er 
XIII Hydrostat1c Journal 
Bear1ng Turbopump 
XIV Se1 f-A11 gn1 ng 
Thrust Balancer 
turbopump 







Ar1ane f1rst stage 
eng1ne 




11m1ted size, speed 
load capab111ty, and 
short 11fe 
AX1a1 thrust balancers 
are 11m1ted 1n capacity 
and stab111ty, and 





TABLE XVII (Cont 
JUST! FI CA T! ON 
Trans-regen performance 
cr1teria 1S not ava11ab1e 
for dual throat conf1gura-
t10n Contr1but10n of 
Trans-coolant as bleed flow 
dur1ng Mode II needs to be 
determined 
Reusab111ty of the dual 
throat eng1ne allows the 
ut111zat10n of expens1ve 
advanced compos1te 
mater1a1s for both low 
and h1gh temperature 
app11cat10ns 
The dual throat design 
may enhance the eff1c1ency 
of LOX/Hydrocarbon 
combust10n due to the 
hot LOX/LH2 core 
Fue1-r1ch & OX1d -r1ch 
pre burners operate at 
cond1t10ns close to flame-
out and on the steep 
port10n of the T vs MR 
curve A sto1ch preburner 
operates at no worse than 
des1gn cond1t10n 
M1croprocessor controller 
offers prec1se eng1ne 
control for m1n1mum 
we1ght & volume 
Long 11fe turbopumps for 
H1gh pressure eng1nes 
requ1re m1nimum rubb1ng 
contact 
Long life turbopumps for 
high pressure eng1nes 
must compensate for large 
variations in load 
Positive displacement 
pumps offer min1mum 
NPSH operation and 




during Mode 1 and Mode II 
Reduce dual throat 
eng1ne we1ght by at 
least 20· 
Determine the eff1c1ency 
of the dual throat 
eng1 ne in Mode I 
operat1on 




of microprocessor based 
dual fuel eng1ne 
contro11 er 
Demonstrate capab11ity 













Evaluate des1gns in 
subsca1e testing 
J 
Design, fabr1cate and 
test select subsca1e 
components made of 
advanced compos1te 
mater1a1s 
Des1gn, fabr1cate & 
test subsca1e dual 
throat eng1ne uS1ng 
LOX/RP-1, LOX/CH4 and 
LOX/C3H8 
Generate & evaluate 
designs in subsca1e 
hot f1re tests w1th 
LOX/lY2 and LOX/CH4 
Design & evaluate 
m1croprocessor controller 
for subsca1e dual throat 
eng1ne testing 
Des i gn, fa brl ca te and 
test turbomachinery 
W1 th propell ant 
lubricated hydrostatic 
Journal bearing 





DeSign, fabricate and 
test pos1tive displacement 








A. OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES 
SECTION IV 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
Eng1ne system performance, envelope, and we1ght parametnc data were 
generated 1n th1S task for selected dual-fuel dual-throat eng1ne power 
cycles. The system we1ght 1S based on 1978 state-of-the-art. Improvement 1n 
eng1ne we1ght 1S pred1cted through 1995, depend1ng upon the types of 
matenals ava1lable 1n th1S t1me span. 
The parametr1 c data cover the ranges sho~m 1 n F1 gure 3. 
Parametnc veh1cle performance data generated on an ALRC 1 n-house 
effort were used 1n assesS1ng the mer1ts of the var10US eng1ne cycles. These 
data are summar1zed and 1ncluded 1n th1S sect1on" 
B. ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
The dual throat performance methodology used for tIllS analys1s 
1ncorporates the same procedures descnbed 1n the cold flo\,1 data final report 
(Ref. 7). Th1S appraoch, used for both Modes I and II, lS based upon the 
slfnplified JANNAF perfonnance pred1ctlOn procedures glven 1n Ref. (11). 
1. Methodology 
The f1rst step lS to detenlllne the one-dlmenSlonal equ1l1bnum 
speclflc lmpulse (IsPOD[) WhlCh lS a functlon of propellant comb1nat10n and 
m1xture ratio U1R), nozzle area rat10 (E), chamber pressure (PC), and the 
propellant temperature (tank condltlons). ISPODE data \tere obtalned uSlng 
the TDK Program (Ref. 12) and tabulated covenng the range of conditlons (Pc, 
MR, E) for thlS analysis. These data are programmed In the fOnTl of sub-
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routlnes ln the perfonnance analysls program as a function of the propellant 
comblnatlon (LOX/RP-l, LOX-H2, or LOX-CH4), mlxture ratlo, chamber 
pressure and area ratlO. 
The predicted dellvered speclflc lmpulse (IsPPred) is obtalned 
by calculating the efficiency from the known loss mechanisms that degrade the 
ldeal (IsPODE) performance. For thlS analysls these loss mechamsms were 
dlvlded lnto four categorles; energy release efflciency (nERE), reaction 
klnetics efflclency (nK), two-dlmenslonal nozzle dlvergence efficiency (n 
2D), and loss due to the thrust decrement wlthin the boundary layer. 
It should be noted that ln calculating the predlcted Isp for the 
dual throat engine WhlCh normally utlllzes two flow streams (prlmary and 
secondary) the overall englne ISPODE lS based upon a mass-average of the 
two stream tube ISPODE values. These streamtube ISPODE values are 
calculated based upon the condltlons (MR, Pc, area ratlo, and propellant 
canbination) for each fl m~ stream. For the Mode II analysls presesnted 
hereln the bleed floH or secondary flow was assumed to be combustion products 
burned at the same condl t lOns (t1R a nd Pc) as 1 n the prima ry chamber yi e 1 dl ng 
the same ISPODE value for both streamtubes. The use of hydrogen only for 
the bleed flml does not appear feaslble because lt \'lOuld result In 
slgnlflcantly hlgher hydrogen propellant usage for the englne, WhlCh would 
adversely affect tile vehl c 1 e tankage reqUl rements. 
The energy release efflClenCles used for thlS analysls were 
established to be conSlstent wlth slmllar studles; l.e., nERE is 98% for 
LOX/RP-l and LOX/CH4 and 99% for LOX/H2. 
The kl netlc efflciency \'/as obtalned by comparlng the 






















IV, B, Englne Perfonnance (cont.) 
(nK = ISPODK/IsPODE)' The ISPODK values were also obta1ned through 
calculatlons uS1ng the ODK computer program. 
The two-dimensional eff1c1ency for Mode I was obta1ned from charts 
which glve the n20 for opt1mum Rao nozzles as descr1bed 1n Ref. (13) and 
(14). These charts were tabularized to fac1l1tate their use 1n the 
perfo rlna nce program. 
Because of the gap or free boundary reg10n present 1n the Mode II 
nozzle prof1le, the above method for obta1ning the Mode II n2D 1S not 
complete. Several Mode II nozzle contours coolpr1sing the primary nozzle, the 
free expanS10n reglon and the secondary nozzle from the p01nt of attachment 
were 1nput into the TOK (Ref. 12) program to obta1n a composite nozzle 
divergence efflciency. Subsequent comparisons revealed that the n20 values 
obtained with the TDK program \'1ere approx1mately 0.5% lower than those 
obta1ned using the charts for the conventlonal Rao nozzles of the same area 
ratlO. The TOK program was unable to complete many of the nozzle 
calculations because of the non-un1formity of some Mode II composite nozzles. 
In an attempt to deal w1th thlS potent1al error and to fac1lltate the 
performance calculation procedures for this analys1s, the Mode II divergence 
effic1ency was obta1ned by subtracting 0.5% frOOl the n20 value 
correspond1ng to an opt1mum Rao nozzle of the same area rat10. 
The Mode I bounda ry 1 ayer loss I'las obta i ned us 1 ng the BLPL 
canputer program developed at ALRC \'/h 1 ch 1 s an lmpl ementat i on of the 
turbulent boundary layer chart procedures given 1n Ref. (14). 
The Mode II boundary layer loss was also obta1ned using the BLPL 
program but with some add1tional considerat10n to the aerodynamics assoclated 
w1th Mode II operat10n. The pr1mary assumptions for th1S calculation 1S that 
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the boundary thrust decrement 1S add1tlVe and proport1onal to the momentum 
th1ckness. The boundary layer loss was obta1ned USlng the BLPL program for a 
convent1onal Rao nozzle hav1ng an area rat10 def1ned by the point of plume 
attachment and the pr1mary throat. A rat10 of the boundary layer momentum 
th1ckness (at the p01nt of attachment glven by the base flow aerodynamics 
program) to the momentum th1ckness (glven by the I3LPL program) was used to 
proportlon the convent1onal nozzle boundary layer loss to approX1mate the 
actual thrust loss due to the plume shear layer. ThlS loss \las added to the 
boundary layer loss obtalned for the nozzle frrnn the attachment pOlnt to the 
secondary nozzle eXlt, yieldlng the total ~lode II boundary layer loss. 
Another condltlon lnherent wlth the dual throat englne is the 
poss1blllty of a nOYTnal shock 1 n the prlmary nozzl e durl ng the Mode I 
parallel burn operatlon. Because of the relatlve high back pressure or 
secondary chamber pressure at the prlmary nozzle eXlt, the supersomc flm'l 1n 
the pnmary nozzle must pass through a normal shock to equallZe the stat1c 
pressures. Whlle the eXlstence of thlS nonnal shock does not represent a 
loss in engine performance, lt does produce an addltlonal pumping loss equal 
to the loss of stagnatlon presure across the shock. ThlS reduced stagnatlon 
chamber pressure msut be used to properly Slze the prlmary flow component 
(stream tube) In the secondary throat area for the Mode I, parallel burn 
operat1on. A one-dlmenslonal, normal shock approxlmation lS used to account 
for this change 1n stagnatlon presure In order to more precisely predict the 
dual throat Mode I englne operatlng characterlstics. 
Another approach was 1nvestlgated to arr1ve at an effectlve 
stagnatlon presure. ThlS approach utlllzed the Solut1on of the energy, 
contlnulty and momentum equatlons In the manner solved for an ejector. In 
this approach, there lS a stagnatlOn pressure loss In the prlmary stream and 














IV, B, Eng1 ne Perfonnance (cont.) 
eff1c1ency of the momentum exchange for the dual throat conf1guratlOn 1S not 
known, this approach was not adopted. The true effective pressure for the 
system probably 11es between the conservat1ve value calculated using the 
shock relations and the optimistic value calculated for an eff1c1ent ejector. 
2. Parametr1c Analys1s Results 
A total of 22 d1fferent cases were analyzed during th1s 
perfonnance parameter study. The parameters evaluated 1n the analysis are: 
the prlmary nozzle area ratlO, nozzle separatlOn d1stance, thrust level, 
stream-tube thrust Spl1t, opt1mum expans10n, chamber pressure, mixture ratio 
and propellant comb1nation. These cases and the term1nology are described 1n 
Figure 61 and Table XVIII. Table XIX is a 11st1ng of the 1ntermediate values 
necessary to obta1n the Mode II boundary layer loss as descr1bed earlier. 
Table XX 1 S a summary of the Mode II performance parameters for each of the 
22 cases analyzed. A trace of the computer generated plot of the basel1ne 
case eng1ne (Case #1 Table XVIII) is given 1n F1gure 62. Figures 63 through 
78 are a summary of the maJor var1ables considered 1n th1S analysis. 
The effects of the pr1mary nozzle variat10ns are plotted in 
Figures 63 and 64. A high degree of sens1t1vity exists between the primary 
nozzle area ratio and the percent bleed required to min1m1ze the shock (see 
Figure 63). The prlmary nozzl e area rat10 only Sllghtly affects the engi ne 
Isp eff1c1ency (F1gure 64). The same effects are eV1dent for the nozzle 
separat10n variat10ns plotted 1n Figures 65 and 66. 
The vanatlOn 1n Isp eff1c1ency and engine geometry \,Ilth Mode I 
thrust 1S given 1n F1gures 67 and 68. 
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Figure 61. Dual Throat Terminology 
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TABLE XVIII 
..-
I DUAL THROAT PARAMETRIC PERFORMANCE CASES 




CASE Fl SL FRATTO PCP PCS MRP MRS FUEL COM~lENTS 
.-
1 600K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RPl Baseline 
2 600K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RPl Smaller £p 
3 600K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RPl Larger £p 
-
4 600K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RPl Smaller Le 
I 
I 5 600K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RPl Larger Le 
6 600K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RPl Smaller £s 
7 600K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RP1 Sma11er £s 
8 600K 2.4 1400 1000 7.0 2.8 RPl 
...- 9 600K 2.4 5000 3500 7.0 2.8 RPl , 
I 
i 10 600K 1.2 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RPl 
11 600K 5.0 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RPl 
12 600K 2.4 3000 2100 5.0 2.8 RPl 
13 600K 2.4 3000 2100 6.0 2.8 RPl 
-I • 14 600K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 2.0 RPl 
15 600K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 3.5 RPl 
16 600K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 3.5 CH4 
17 600K 2.4 1400 1000 7.0 3.5 CH4 
r-
18 600K 2.4 5000 3500 7.0 3.5 CH4 
19 600K 1.2 3000 2100 7.0 3.5 CH4 
20 600K 5.0 3000 2100 7.0 3.5 CH4 
21 200K 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RPl 
22 2M 2.4 3000 2100 7.0 2.8 RPl 
F1SL = Mode 1 Sea Level Thrust, lbf 
- FRATIO = Mode 1 to Mode 2 Vacuum Thrust Ratio I 
PCP = Primary Chamber Pressure, psi 
pes = Secondary Chamber Pressure, psi 
MRP = Primary Chamber ~ixture Ratio 
MRS = Secondary Chamber Mixture Ratio 
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TABLE XIX 
DUAL THROAT MODE II BOUNDARY LAYER 
LOSS CALCULATION 
MOMENTUM TOTAL 
CASE £II t1BL(l) THICKNESS IIBL'(l) t1BL(2) RATIO 
165.3 .71 4.5 3.2 1.7 
2 161. 5 .68 5.2 3.5 1.7 
3 169.8 .76 3.6 2.7 1.7 
4 165.3 .71 3.2 2.3 1.7 
5 165.3 .71 5.5 3.9 1.7 
6 70.5 .73 4.5 3.3 1.3 
7 95.6 .73 4.5 3.3 1.5 
8 89.8 .76 2.5 1.9 1.4 
9 250.9 .68 4.7 3.2 1.9 
10 83.5 .30 9.8 2.9 1.6 
11 346.1 1.15 2.4 2.7 2.0 
12 155.4 .74 4.4 3.3 1.7 
13 160.3 .73 4.4 3.2 1.7 
14 163.8 .73 4.2 3.1 1.7 
15 165.7 .71 4.5 3.2 1.7 
16 168.8 .71 4.4 3.2 1.8 
17 91.4 .76 3.9 3.0 1.4 
18 256.4 .68 4.9 3.3 1.9 
19 84.0 .30 9.8 2.9 1.6 
20 356.0 1.15 2.4 2.7 2.0 
21 165.2 .80 4.3 3.4 1.9 
22 164.4 .63 4.7 3.0 1.6 
= Specific impulse loss up to plume attachment, seconds 
Momentum Thickness Ratio = Shear layer momentum thickness divided by nozzle 
boundary layer momentum thickness corresponding 
to same area ratio as point of plume attachment. 
= 
= 
Total IIBL = 
BL(l) x momentum thickness ratio, seconds 
Specific impulse loss from secondary throat to secondary exit, 
seconds 






















































































































Pc Chamber Pressure, ps 1 
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TABLE XX 






















































































































Pr1mary Nozzle Area Rat1o, AepfAtp 
























Ell Mode II Area Rat1o, AesfAtp (Pr1nary EX1t to Secondary Throat D1v1ded by Rtpl 
ISPODE= ODE Spec1f1c.Impu1se, Seconds % B1 eed= % of Total Mode II Flow Used for Bleed 
Nozzle D1vergence Eff1c1ency 
t.BL Boundary Layer - Drag Performance Loss Where 11K = K1net1c Eff1c1ency = 9999 
De11vered Isp = 
Dual Throat Loss 
Pred1cted Performance, Sec IlERE = Energy Release Effic1ency = 99 
D1fference 1n Isp Eff1c1ency Between Convent10na1 

























18 PRIMARY NOZZLE AREA RATIO • 1.766 MODE 2 AREA RATIO • 165.3 
PERCENT BLEED FLOW • 4.447 (WS/WP) 
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AXIAL LENGTH, INCHES 
Figure 62. Dual Throat Preliminary Analysis - Case IA 





























Mode I Thrust = 2.669 MN 
(600K 1 bf) 
Fl/F2 = 2.4 
PC s = 1448 N/cm
2 (2100 psi) 
PCp = 2068 N/cm2 (3000 psi) 
Le/Rtp = 2.3 
Secondary 
Blockage o L-______ ~ ________________ ~ ______________ ~~ ____ ___ 
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Primary Nozzle Area Ratlo, Ep (Aep/Atp) 



































Mode I Thrust = 2.699 M N (600K lbf) 
Fl/F2 = 2.4 
Pcs = 1448 N/cm2 (2100 pSl); MRs = 2.8 (RP1) 
PCp = 2068 N/cm2 (3000 psi); MRp = 7.0 (H2) 
Conventional Nozzle 
1 Throat Dual Throat f Basellne Secondary Englne ' Loss Blockage 
J Concept LOS~ ______ -~- ---------~-
Mode II Nozzle 
1.0 2.0 3.0 
Prlmary Nozzle Area Ratio, Aep/Aet 
Figure 64. Mode II Isp Efficiency vs. Primary Nozzle Area Ratio 
























Mode 1 Thrust = 2.669 MN (600 K lbf) 
Fl/F2 = 2.4 
PCs = 1448 N/cm
2 (2100 psi) 
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Mode I Thrust = 2.699 MN (600K lbf) 
Fl/F2 = 2.4 
PCs = 1448 N/cm
2 (2100 psi); MRs = 















Fraction of Secondary Nozzle Convergent Length (Le/Lc
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Mode I Parallel Sea Level) 
F,/F2 = 2.4 
1448 N/cm2 Pcs = (2100 psi) 
2068 N/cm2 Pcp = (3000 pSl) 
MRs = 2.8 (RP') 
MRp = 7.0 (H2) 
Mode I Serles (Sea Level) 
I I I 
6~1 8M 10M 
Newtons 
I I I 
102M 106M 2.0M 2.4M 
I Thrust, 1 bf (Sea Level) 
Fi gure 67. Isp Effi ci ency vs. Mode I Thrust Level -
F1/F2 = 2.4 25 
1448 N/cm2 PCs = (2100 psi) 60 PCp = 2068 N/cm2 (3000 pSl) 
MRs = 2.8 (RPl) 
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Figure 68. Dual Throat Engine Throat and Chamber Radius as a Function of Mode I Thrust 
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Mode I Sea Level Thrust = 2.669 MN (600K lbf) 
= 1448 N/cm2 (2100 psi) 
.9750 
= 2068 N/cm2 (3000 psi) 
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Mode I Sea Level Thrust = 2.669 MN (600K lbf) 
PCs = 1448 N/cm
2 (2100 psi) 
PCp = 2068 N/cm2 (3000 psi) 
MRs = 2.8 (RP1) 
MRp = 7.0 (H2) 
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1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
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Mode I Sea Level Thrust = 2.669 MN (600K lbf) 
Pcs = 1448 N/cm
2 (2100 pSl) 
PCp = 2068 N/cm2 (3000 psi) 
MRs = 2.8 (RP1) 
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Figure 72. Dual Throat Engine Throat and Chamber Radius as a Function of Thrust Ratio 
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IV, B, Eng1ne Performance (cant.) 
efficiency, Mode I delivered Isp, Mode I and Node II area ratlOs and engine 
size are plotted in Figures 69 through 73. The reduction of the Mode IIsp 
eff1c1ency as the thrust ratio 1S increased as sho\'/n in Figure 69 1S a result 
of decreasing the mass percent of the LOX/H2 with respect to the LOX/RP-1. 
(The LOX/RP-l energy release eff1c1ency 1S by def1nltion 98% \'/h11e the 
LOX/H2 lS 99%.) Llkewise as the mass-percent of the LOX/H2 decreases the 
Mode I, parallel burn de11vered Isp decreases due to a lower mass-averaged 
ISPODE (see Figure 70). The Mode II dellvered Isp 1ncreases w1th hlgher 
thrust ratlos due to the decrease of the primary eng1ne throat area with 
respect to the secondary nozzle eX1t. ThlS results 1n a h1gher Mode II area 
ratio (see Figure 71) and in turn produces a h1gher Isp. As shown 1n Figure 
72 the secondary chamber SlZe is almost constant wh11e the pr1mary chamber 
gets smaller as the thrust ratlO lS increased. 
Figures 73 through 76 show the effct of chamber pressure on Isp 
efficlency, de11vered Isp, englne slze, and nozzle area ratlo, respectively. 
The r~ode IIsp efficiency plotted 1n F1gure 73 1ncreases \'1ith increas1ng Pc, 
a result of higher klnetics and dlvergence efflclencies. The Mode II 
eff1ciency drops slightly due to h1gher bleed f10\'1 reqUlrements which 
lncrease the boundary layer losses. The de11vered Isp for both modes (see 
F1gure 74) increase with h1gher Pc because of the corresponding increase 1n 
nozzle area (see Flgure 75). The r'lode I senes burn lS of course 1mler 
because the spec1f1c 1mpu1se for 100% LOX/RP-1 1S less than a mass average of 
LOX/H2 and LOX/RP-1. The convent10na1 eng1ne trends of decreas1ng eng1ne 
Slze w1th h1gher Pels 1S eV1dent also w1th the dual throat concept as shown 
1n F1gure 76. 
The effects of varying the secondary nozzle area (optlmum sea 
level and h1gher) on Mode IIsp and the Mode II area ratio are shown in 
F1gures 77 and 78. The Mode I sea level performance 1ncreases as the 
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IV, B, Eng1ne Performance (cont.) 
nozzle area ratlo 1S decreased towards the optlmum sea level value for a 
particular Pc. Conversely, the Mode II vacuum Isp decreases as the Mode I 
area ratio is optimized for sea level cond1tlons. ObV1ously tradeoffs 
incorporat1ng these trends and the veh1cle/miss1on requiements will be 
necessary to optlmize these effects. 
The var1at1on of engine mixture rat10 produced no slgn1f1cant 
effects. The d1fferences between LOX/RP-l and LOX/CH4 were Sllght. The 
trends obtained for LOX/RP-l were the same for the LOX/CH4, except that the 
LOX/CH4 increased the del1vered Isp by approxmately 4-5 seconds. 
3. Methodology Improvements 
Although the methodology 1ncorporated for th1S performance 
analysis reported here1n 1S cons1stent with the JANNAF simplif1ed procedures, 
there are several areas Wh1Ch deserve further work and evaluation. The four 
ma1n areas are: 
(1) Because of the many dlfflcultles encountered in obtalnlng a 
complete TDK analysis (n2D) for the Mode II nozzle proflles, some 
uncerta1nty exists with the TDK results. Further evaluatlon of methods to 
obtain the Mode II n2D eff1c1ency is warranted, particularly w1th the high 
area ratio expans1ons. 
(2) The thrust decrement wlthln the shear layer should be 
calculated dlrectly rather than based upon a proportlonality of momentum 
th1cknesses. The effects of the reattachment on the downstream boundary 
layer loss should also be evaluated. 

































IV, B, Engine Performance (cont.) 
(a) The lsoenergetlc assumption ln treatlng the plume back 
pressure and bleed calculation should be modlfied to accept other types of 
conditions. The current lsoenergetic assumptlon lS satlsfactory when the 
bleed flow lS assumed to be of the same composltlon and cond1t10ns of the 
core flow, but is not correct 1n analyzing the use of unburned hydrogen gas. 
(b) The zero bleed base pressure calculation 1S currently 
based upon a correlation developed from the dual throat cold flow data. A 
direct calculat10n and/or hot flre test data are necessary to verify or 
update the cold flow conditlon. 
C. ENGINE HEIGHT 
For the purpose of the parametrlc study, it \tas necessary to establ ish 
the elements of englne welght to be included in the scallng study and to 
establish baseline englne welght statements. Table XXI llStS the engine 
coolponents included ln the parametrlc analyses. Those ltems not lncluded are 
also llsted. 
1. 1978 State-of-the-Art Engine Welght Parametrlcs 
£ngl ne we i ght statements for the pre 111m na ry basel i ne L02/RP-l + 
LH2 and L02/LCH4 + LH2 dual throat englnes (stream-tube thrust Spllt 
60/40) are given in Table XXII. The component weights are based on scaling 
of historical welghts of SlIm 1 ar components and/or estlJnates obtalned from 
conceptual deslgns such as those glven in Ref. (6). Some of the methane 
engl ne canponent welghts \tere denved from a scal e factor which accounts for 
the volumetric flow rate dlfference between LCH4 and RP-l engine 
canponents. 
With the prelinllnary baseline englne \'/elght establlshed, engine 
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TABLE XXI 
ENGINE WEIGHT DEFINITION 
Included 
Regeneratively Cooled Combustlon 
Chamber(s) 
Regeneratively Cooled Thrust Chamber 
Nozzle(s) 




Preburners (or Gas Generator) 
Propellant Valves and Actuation 
Gimbal 
Hot Gas Manifold (if requlred) 
Propellant Lines 
Igniti on System 
Miscellaneous (Electrical Harness, 
Instrumentation, Brackets, 
Auxiliary Lines and Controls) 
Engine Controller 
Tank Pressurant Heat Exchangers 
and Associated Equipment 
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Not Included 
Gimbal Actuators and Actuation 
System 
Pre-Valves 
Contingency (a total contingency 







ESTIMATION OF DUAL THROAT ENGINE COMPONENT WEIGHTS (STG. COMB CYCLE III) 
F = 2700 KN (607 K 1bf ) PCP = 2 07 x 10
7 ~/M2 (3000 PSIA) 
LOX/RP-1 + LH2 Dual LOX/CH4 + LH2 Dual 
Component Throat (60/40~ Throat (60/40) 
KG LB) KG (LS) 
Glmba1 99 219 99 219 
Prlmary InJector (O/H) 106 233 106 233 
Secondary InJector (O/HC) 289 638 284 626 
~ Prlmary Chamber & Nozzle (£ = 5) 107 235 107 235 
Sec, Chamber & Nozzl e (q = 14 7) 160 352 154 339 
Thrust Chamber Nozzle (£ = £1 to 43) 336 740 329 726 
Fue1-Rlch Preburner (O/H) 62 137 62 137 
OXldlzer-Rlch Preburner (O/H) 37 82 37 82 
OXldlzer-Rlch Preburner (O/HC) 52 114 52 114 
Fuel Valves & Actuatlon (O/H) 50 110 50 110 
Fuel Valves & Actuatlon (O/HC) 15 34 17 38 
OXldlzer Valves & Actuatlon (O/H) 43 95 43 95 
OXldlzer Valves & Actuatlon (O/HC) 23 51 23 51 
Low Speed LOX TPA (O/H) 35 77 35 77 
Low Speed LOX TPA (O/HC) 59 129 59 129 
Low Speed LH2 TPA 37 81 37 81 
Low Speed HC TPA 10 22 15 33 
I 
- Hlgh Speed LOX TPA (a/H) 81 178 81 178 
High Speed LOX TPA (O/HC) 136 299 136 299 
HIgh Speed LH2 TPA 168 370 168 370 
Hlgh Speed HC TPA 51 113 77 170 
Low Pressure Llnes (a/H) 63 139 63 139 
Low Pressure Llnes (O/HC) 64 140 74 164 
Hlgh Pressure Llnes (a/H) 122 268 122 268 
Hlgh Pressure Llnes (O/HC) 36 80 43 94 
Ignltlon System(s) 34 76 34 76 
Mlxcel1aneous (a/H) 120 265 120 265 
Mlsce11aneous (O/HC) 134 296 134 296 
Englne Controller 59 130 59 130 
Pressurlzatlon Systems (a/H) 24 53 24 53 
Pressurlzatlon Systems (O/HC) 40 8 47 104 
-, Hot Gas Manlfolds (a/H) 120 264 120 264 
Hot Gas Manlfolds (O/HC) 27 59 31 69 
*TOTAL WEIGHT* 2,798 6,168 2,841 6,264 
*Does not lnc1ude Glmba1 Actuators and Actuatlon System. Pre-valves, 




IV, C, Engine Weight (cont.) 
component weight scal1ng relat1onsh1ps were der1ved as funct10ns of thrust, 
stream-tube thrust Spl1t, thrust chamber pressure and nozzle area rat10. 
These scal1ng relat1onsh1ps, used to calculate the we1ghts over the 
parametr1c ranges of 1nterest, are glven 1n the Append1x. The scal1ng 
equations were establ1shed through geometry cons1derations and empirical data 
f1tS of historlcal data as shown in F1gure 79. The eng1ne \/e1ghts represent 
1978 state-of-the-art technology. 
Figures 80, 81 and 82 show L02/RP-l + LH2 dual throat engine 
we1ght (staged combustlOn Cycle III) as a funct10n of sea level thrust and 
stream-tube thrust Spl1t at primary chamber pressures of 0.965, 2.07 and 3.45 
x 107 N/m2 (1400, 3000 and 5000 pS1a), respect1vely. F1gures 83, 84 and 
85 shol'i the correspond1 ng data for the L02/LCH4 + LH2 dual throat 
engine. The weight comparison between the RP-l and LCH4 engines 1S 
summarized in Table XXIII. 
Parametr1c we1ght data for the gas generator/staged combust1on 
rmxed cycle eng1ne are glven 1n Flgures 86 through 91. 
Scal1ng relationshlps based on volumetr1c flow rates and pump 
dlscharge pressures Here used to obtain an est1mate of the varlation in 
eng1ne weight with power cycle. Th1S evaluat10n prlmar1ly 1nvolved 
turbopumps and preburners (gas generators). The resultant variation 1n 
engine we1ght w1th pm,rer cycle 1S shoHn in Figure 92. The three preburner 
staged combust1on cycle 1S seen to be 11ghter in we1ght than the two 
preburner cycle, and the gas generator/staged combustion mixed cycle is seen 
to He1gh approximately 400 pounds less than the staged combust1on Cycle III. 
The pure gas generator cycles are seen to prov1de the llghtest weight engine 
at the baseline cond1t1ons (thrust = 2700 KN (607K), primary chamber pressure 
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Figure 81. Dual Throat Engine Weight, PCP = 3000 (RP-l) 
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Figure 82. Dual Throat Engine Weight, PCP • 5000 (RP-l) 
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TABLE XXII I I 
DUAL THROAT ENGINE WEIGHT COMPARISON 
F = 2669 KN (600,000 LB F) 
STAGED COMBUSTION CYCLE III I I 
I 
PCS/PCP STREAM-TUBE THRUST SPLIT THRUST RATIO RP-1 WEIGHT CH~ WEIGHT 1 107 N/M2 (PSIA) HC/H F I/F II KG (LB} G (LB} 
0.69/0.97 40/60 1. 62 2697 (5946) 2694 (5940) --, I 
(1000/1400) 60/40 2.38 2492 (5494) 2510 (5534) I 
80/20 4.66 2331 (5139) 2372 (5230) 
-
1.45/2.07 40/60 1. 62 3120 (6878) 3118 (6875) 
(2100/3000) 60/40 2.41 2765 (6096) 2782 (6134) 
80/20 4.74 2506 (5524) 2544 (5609) 
40/60 1.63 3645 (8035) 3681 (8116) 
2.41/3.45 60/40 2.43 3110 (6856) 3187 (7026) 
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Figure 86. Dual Throat Engine Weight. PCP = 3000. GG/SC Cycle 
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Fi gure 87. Dual Throat Engine Weight, PCP = 4000, GG/SC Cycle 
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Figure 88. Dual Throat Engine Weight, PCP = SOOO, GG/SC Cycle 
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Figure 89. Dual Throat Engine Weight. PCP = 3000 GG/SC Cycle 
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IV, C, Englne Welght (cont.) 
2. 1995 State-of-the-Art Englne We1ght 
A thorough study of the matenals requ1relllents for h1gh pressure 
eng1nes Vias made on Contract NAS 3-19727 (Ref. 6). These data \'{ere revle\'1ed 
and updated 1n th1S study (see Sect10n V,F). To est1mate yearly lmprovements 
In englne weight through 1995, the potent1al of advanced compos1te materlals 
(ACt1) \'/as evaluated. TYPlcal lmproved matenals and thelr properties are 
listed In Table XXIV. 
Appllcatlon of ACM1s to rocket eng1ne deslgn prom1ses slgnlf1cant 
weight reductlOns. Flgure 93 l11ustrates that ~nth only 11m1ted applicat10n 
of ACWs, a 20% we1ght reduction (over current 1978 technology) by 1995 lS 
ent1rely plaus1ble. 
The we1ght pred1ct10n of F1gure 93 lS based upon the detemllnat10n 
of an equivalent dens1ty for the 1995 ACM (1990 b1d1rect1onal hybr1d 
canpos1te - Table XXIV) under a prescnbed tens11e force. ThlS logic 
guarantees a IIfal rll compan son of present day maten a 1 sand ACM 1 s. Sl nce 
v/e1ght 1S d1rectly proportlOnal to denslty, the welght of 1995 ACf1 englnes 
can be der1ved from the dens1ty rat10 of 1995 ACM1s to 1978 mater1als. In 
the absence of a demonstrated correlat1on, a 11 near \'/e1ght relatlOnsh1p ~~as 
assumed, allowing deterimnatlOn of englne we1ghts beb/een the years 1978 and 
1995. 
In1tlally, ACM ~hlS applled purely to low tBnperaturc engine 
components such as the turbopurnp asselllbly, pressure 11nes, glmbals, etc. 
Followlng th1S analys1s, selected applicatlOn of ACM to h1gh temperature 
components ~'1ere used as parameter llm1ts. The 100% 11 ne represents an engine 
canpletely constructed out of cornpos1te rnatenal -- a very opt1rnlst1c 
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TABLE XXIV 
IHPROVED t1ATERIALS FOR REDUCED ENGINE WEIGHT 
FTU/p E/p FTU-KSI IN. X 10? E - psi 6 IN: X 108 X 10<, 
MATERIAL LBS/lN3 L T L T L T L' T 
-
CURRENT A356 0.10 35 35 0.35 0.35 10 10 1,.0 1.0 
TITAN 11 I CAST I' 
IMPROVED 2219 0.10 65 65 0.65 0.65 10, 10 1.0 1.0 
METALS WROUGHT 
, 
Ti 5Al 0.16 125 12,5 0.78 0.78 16 16 1.0 1.0 





.j::a Be38Al 0.075 56 56 0.75 0.75 27 27 3.6 3.6 
WROUGHT 
ADVANCED GRAPHITE 0.057 164 6 2.9 0.10 15 1.8 2.6 0.3 
COMPOSITES EPOXY 
COMPO,SITE 
BIAl 0.089 228 18 2.6 0.20 32 25 3.6 2.8 
COMPOSITE 
BIDIRECTIONAL 0.047 70 60 1 ~? 1.3 4.3 3.5 0.9 0.75 
KEVLAR 49 I , 
EPOXY 
HYBRID 0.079 125 32 1.7 0.40 18 8.5 2.3 1 ·1 < 




























1000 1990 BIDIRECTIONAL 
2000 HYBRID COMPOSITE 
(TABLE XXIV) 
1000 500 
1978 1980 1985 1990 1995 
YEAR 
Figure 93, Weight Trends for Tripropellant Dual Throat Engine 










IV, C, Englne Welght (cant.) 
It lS lmportant to lnterpret Flgure 91 correctly. The flgure 
lllustrates the potentlal of ACM's, but lt should be reallzed that 
substantla1 laboratory research and development of these advanced materials 
lS assumed. Therefore, It lS lmportant to support laboratory R&D and 
application studies of prof TIl sing J\CM's at thlS early stage, if the promised 
reductlons of Flgure 93 are to be reallzed. 
D. ENGINE ENVELOP[ 
Envelope sca11 ng equations based upon geometnc cons lderatlOns I'/ere 
fOYlllu1ated as functions of thrust, stream-tube thrust Spllt, thrust chamber 
pressure and area ratlO. TYPlca1 chamber geometry vanatlOns ~Ilth 
stream-tube thrust Sp11t to give rnaXlmum englne perfonllance are deplcted in 
Flgures 94 through 97. 
The diameter and length parametrics for the dual throat engines Here 
calculated uSlng the envelopes estab1lshed for slml1ar engines ln Ref. (6). 
ThlS assumptlOn proved satlsfactory when the dual throat englne layout \'/as 
prepared (see Sectlon V,B). The parametrlcs assume a slml1ar englne 
packaglng arrangement for all power cycles. Dlameter parametncs lnc1ude an 
est lmat lOn of the pm/erhead dl ameter (pump envelope) to estab 11 sh whether the 
nozzle exit or thlS envelope lS greater. In essentla11y all cases the nozzle 
eXlt diameter exceeded the powerhead dlameter. 
The parametnc envelope data for the dual throat englnes are given in 
Flgures 98, 99 and 100 at three prllllary chamber pressures. 
E. MISSION APPLICATION 
A pre11mlnary assessillent of dual throat rocket propu1slOIl was made for 
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o 6 8 9 
SEA LEVEL THRUST, MILLION NEWTONS 
I I , 
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SEA LEVEL THRUST, MILLION NEWTONS 
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IV, E, M1ssion Appl1cat10n (cont.) 
vert1cal takeoff (VTO) slngle-stage-to-orb1t (SSTO) veh1cles 1n order to: 
(1) determine the veh1cle system performance impl1cat10ns on stream-tube 
thrust Spl1t, and (2) determ1 ne the veh1cle system perfonnance sens1tlVity to 
power cycle selectlOn, pnmary chamber pressure, and use of LCH4. Th1S 
study was perfornled on ALRC 1n-house funds, but 1S included here because the 
results were benefic1al 1n gU1d1ng the power cycle select10n. 





Veh1cl e \'/e1 ghts are scal ed from Ref. (1) VTOHL SSTO. 
Ascent propellant volumes constant at 62,900 ft3• 
Propellant dens1t1es are L02 = 1307 Kg/m3 (81.6 lb/ft3) 
at NMP; RP-l = 801 Kg/m3 (50 lb/ft3); LH2 = 72 Kg/ffi3 
(4.5 lb/ft3); and LCH4 = 424 Kg/m3 (26.5 lb/ft3). 
LCH4 is stored 1n w1ngs and body, slmilar to RP-l, w1th no 
added \'/e i ght for tanakge mod1 f1 cat lOn or ins ul at 1 on. 
We1ght breakdowns for n1ne p01nt des1gn veh1cles are glven 1n Table 
XXV. Slm11ar data are prov1ded 1n Table XXVI for: (1) change in eng1ne 
cycle to a gas generator/staged combustlOn cycle, (2) change in prlmary 
chamber pressure from 2.07 to 2.76 x 107 N/m2 (3000 to 4000 pS1a), and 
(3) change in fuel from RP-l to LCH4. The results from th1S study are 
summar1zed 1n F1gures 101, 102 and 103. It can be seen that the analysls 
lndlcates a h1gher stream-tube thrust Spl1t 1S des1rable (thrust split> 
0.6). H1gher stream-tube thrust Spl1t values, however, may be llm1ted by 
other factors, such as g-losses (Wh1Ch accompany reduced Mode II 
thrust/we1ght ratlOs and extended burn t1mes). 
The opt1mum vol.ullle Spl1t vanes between about 0.46 (for a stream-tube 
thrust Spllt of 0.2) and 0.38 (for a stream-tube thrust Spllt of 0.8). At 
the Ref. (1) veh1cle gross llftoff \~lght (GLOW = 1.06 x 106 Kg or 2339 
Klb), the basel1ne eng1ne prov1des about six percent less payload (2.8 x 
104 Kg or 61 Kl b). If the stream-tube thrust Spl1 t of the basel1 ne engi ne 
lS 1ncreased to about 0.72 (72/28) and the volume Spllt, VI/V, lS reduced 
174 
Stream-Tube 
Thrust Spl it 




Mode I 737 




SOME POINT DESIGN VEHICLES CONSIDERED 
(ASCENT PROP. VOL = CONST = 62,900 FT3) (103 LB) 
0.4 0.6 
0.55 0.75 0.35 0.55 0.75 0.35 
302 331 305 301 325 307 
735 408 1 ,062 735 408 1,062 
1 ,158 1 ,579 - 972 1,528 2,083 1 ,206 
45 20 56 68 49 78 
2,175 2,274 2,330 2,567 2,800 2,588 
REF. 1 0.8 NASA 
0.55 0.75 CR2968 
308 327 303 
735 408 696 
1,895 2,593 1 ,340 
90 72 65 
2,963 3,335 ~ 2,339 
1 
- 1 1 1 1 1 
- - - ----
-------- - - -- ~~--- - --
Design Option 
stream-Tube 
Thrust Sp1 it 
Inerts 
r10de II 02/H4 






ADDITIONAL POINT DESIGN VEHICLES CONSIDERED 
(ASCENT PROP. VOL = CONST. = 62,900 FT3) (103 LB) 
Baseline Cycle Change Pc Change Fuel Change 
(RP-1/SC/Pc = 2100/3000) GG/SC Cy_c1 e Pc = 2800/4000 02/ CH4/H2 
60/40 80/20 60/40 80/20 60/40 80/20 60/40 80/20 
239 250 233 240 239 250 233 244 
980 1 ,013 943 966 980 1 ,013 980 1 ,013 
1 ,111 1 ,325 1 ,079 1 ,291 1 ,111 1,310 1 ,002 1 .128 
61 82 55 72 67 89 58 72 
2,391 2,670 2,310 2,563 2,397 2,662 2,273 2,457 






















REF. 1 VEHICLE PERFORMANCE - NASA CR2868 
PAYLOAD 65,000 LB 
GLOW 2.34 x 106 LB 








TWO-DIGIT NO'S. ARE PAYLOAD IN KLB 
00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
DUAL-THROAT ENGINE STREAM-TUBE THRUST SPLIT 
(02/RP-1:TOTAL) 















1 1 1 1 
I (ASCENT PROPELLANT VOL = CONST. = 62,900 FT3) 02/RP-1/H2 
REF. 1 VEHICLE PERFORMANCE - NASA CR2868 
PAYLOAD: GLOW 0.0278 6 














TWO-DIGIT NO'S ARE PAYLOAD: GLOW RATIOS 
°O~--------~------------~------------~------------L---------~ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
DUAL-THROAT ENGINE STREAM-TUBE THRUST SPLIT 
(02/RP-l:TOTAL) 

























(ASCENT PROPELLANT VOL = CONST. = 62,900 FT3) 
[J REF. 1 02/RP-1/H2 SSTO; P'LEL. BURN; SEP. ENG'S. (NASA CR 2868) 
() DUAL-THROAT SSTO: STREAM-TUBE THRUST SPLIT = 60/40; Vl/V = 0.40 
~ DUAL-THROAT SSTO; STREAM-TUBE THRUST SPLIT = 80/20; Vl/V = 0.38 
(PROBABLY OPTIMISTIC, AS G-LOSSES MAY NOT BE ADEQUATELY ACCOUNTED FOR) 
,..A 
~~(REF.SCALE-UP) ;;.--- - --==--/"..--...::::=:.: ~ 
Wp/GLOW = 0.034 /"- A~:;;"""-  
;;;;;- ~----0.032 ~ ~/"---~~-0.030 ____ ~~y;::--~ 
0.028---- ~o"- ____ 
0.026 __ ~"-o--__ 1 -----
0.024- - 2 
1 BASELINE (02/RP-1/H2; SC CYCLE; Pcp = 3000) 
2 BASELINE MOD. TO GG/SC CYCLE 
3 BASELINE MOD. TO Pcp = 4000 
4 BASELINE MOD. TO 02/CH4/H2 
(PROBABLY OPTIMISTIC - ASSUMES CH4 CAN BE STORED 
IN WINGS AND BODY LIKE RP-l WITH NO ADDED 
WEIGHT FOR TANKAGE, INSULATION) 
o ~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ L-____ ~ 
2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
GROSS LIFTOFF WEIGHT, GLOW (106 LB) 
Figure 103. Comparative SSTO Weight and Performance Trends 
r 
, 
IV, E, Mlsslon Applicatlon (cont.) 
to about 0.39, the payload/GLOW ratlo can be made to exceed the reference 
vehicle by about eight percent (total galn of about 15%) for a GLOW lncrease 
of about elght percent. 
The gas generator/staged combustlon cycle provides a Sllght galn ln 
vehlcle performance because of ltS 10\~er englne weight (181 Kg or 400 
pounds/engl ne). 
Both hlgher chamber pressure and the use of LCH4 fuel appear to 
provlde payload galns of 2,300 to 4,500 Kg (5,000 to 10,000 pounds) at a 
glven GLOW, lf there are no tanklng/lnsulatlon l'Ielght penaltles for LCH4 
versus RP-l, and lf g-losses are not slgnlflcant at stream-tube thrust splits 
greater than 60/40 to 70/30. 
Compared to the Reference 1 vehlcle, WhlCh utillzed L02/RP-l engines 
at Pc = 2.76 x 107 N/m2 (4000 pSla) and advanced SSME's at Pc = 2.76 x 
107 N/m2 (4000 pSla), an optlmlzed dual-fuel, dual throat engine (PcP = 
2.76 x 107 N/m2 (4000 pSla), stream-tube thrust Spllt = 70/30) may 
provlde slgniflcant galns ln vehlcle performance. Additional vehicle 
performance galns may be realized wlth LCH4 fuel lf thlS fuel can be stored 





BASELI NE ENG I NE SYS Tm 
A. OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES 
The prellmlnary deflnitlon of the selected dual throat basellne englne 
was prepared In thlS task. ThlS defln1t1on lncludes: 
0 Overall eng1 ne system sketch 
0 Eng1ne system schematlc 
0 Englne power balance 
0 Engine and component operat1ng characten S1:1 cs 
0 Overall englne envelope 
0 i~ei ght breakdown by maJor components 
0 Predlcted perfonnance level 
0 Start and shutdown sequence. 
B. ENGINE CONFIGURATION 
The englne cycle selected for the dual throat eng1ne 1S the gas 
generator/staged combustlOn mlxed cycle. SelectlOn cntena are summanzed 
1n Table IX, Section III,B,7. The eng1ne schematlc lS shown In Figure 104 
1nclud1ng the engine control requ1rements. The eng1ne utl11zes LH2 cooled 
chambers and an L02 cooled nozzle. The pnmary chamber uses gaseous 
propellant maln lnJectlon and dual preburners In both operat1ng modes. The 
secondary chamber operates In Hode I only wlth a gas-11quld main injector. 
The L02 turbopump for the L02/RP-l system 1 s dnven by a LOX-rlch 
preburner. 
The secondary thrust chamber assembly deslgn lncorporates a slotted 
ZlrCOnlum copper chamber to a nozzle area rat10 of 8:1. An Incone1 718, two 
pass, tube bundle 1S ut1l1zed from 8:1 to an ar'ea ratlO of 52:1. The prlmary 





VALVE OXID PB #1 
RICH 
MAIN LH2 FUEL 
VALVE 
CHAMBER BYPASS CONTROL VALVE 
o - OXIDIZER PUMP 
F - FUEL PUMP 
T - TURBINE 
GG - GAS GENERATOR 
PB - PREBURNER 
® - ON/OFF VALVE 
~ - CONTROL VALVE 
Figure 104. Dual-Fuel, Dual-Throat Engine Gas Generator/Staged Combustion Mixed Cycle 
V, B, Englne Conflguration (cont.) 
regeneratively cooled on both inner and outer walls wlth LH2. Trans-regen 
cooling will most likely be incorporated into this design in the throat 
reglon and primary nozzle eXlt section. 
The preliminary assembly drawlng of the basellne englne lS shown ln 
Flgures 105 and 106. The englne features fixed boost pumps for each 
propellant circuit clustered around the engine glmbal center. The TPA's are 
side mounted ln order to obtain a favorable center of gravity locatlon. 
The engine envelope data are: 
Engine Length, cm (in.) 
Nozzle Exit Diameter, cm (In.) 
457 {180 
233 (91.8) 
These data are compared ln Flgure 107 v/ith data generated from the 
parametric equations used in Section IV,D. 
The gimballed envelope was evaluated for a 10° square pattern. 
C. NOMINAL OPERATING CONDITIONS 
The engine operatlng conditions for the nominal deslgn point are 
presented ln Table XXVII for both the Mode I and Mode 2 englne operation. 
The englne pressure schedules for Mode I and Mode 2 nominal englne 
operation are glven ln Table XXVIII. 
D. ENGINE OPERATION AND CONTROL 
A controls component prelimlnary evaluation was conducted to determine 
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STREAM-TUBE THRUST SPLIT = 70/30 
O' BASELINE ENGINE LAYOUT (FIG. 106) ~ 
----- PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS (e.g., FIG.98) 






















1000 1 2 3 4 5 7 
SEA LEVEL THRUST, MILLION NEWTONS 
I I I 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
SEA LEVEL THRUST, MILLION LBF 
Figure 107. Baseline Dual Throat Engine Envelope Parametrics 
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TAB~'yII 
OPERATING SPECIFICATION - DIJAl-FUEl, DUAL-THROAT ENGINE (GG/SC) 
(SI UNITS) 
ENGINE 
Sea-level Thrust (N) 
Vacuum Thrust (N) 
MIxture RatIo (lOX/RP-l) 
Ml xture Ra t 10 (lOX/LH2) 
Sea-level SpeCIfIC Impulse (sec) 
Vacuum SpeCIfIC Impulse (sec) 
Total Flow Rate (YG/sec) 
LOX (RP-l) Flow Rate (KG/sec) 
RP-l Flow Ra te (KG/sec) 
LOX (LH2) Flow Rate (KG/sec) 
LH2 Flow Rate (KG/sec) 
LOX (GG) Flow nate (KG/sec) 
tH2 (GG) Flow Rate (KG/sec) 
Chamber Pressure (l07 N/M2) 
Nozzl e Area RatIo 
Throat Dumeter (cm) 
Nozzle E>lt Dumeter (cm) 
Coolant Jacket Flow Rate (lH2) (KG/sec) 
Coolant Jacket Flow Rate (LD2) (KG/sec) 
Coolant Jacket ~P (LHZ) (l07 N/M2) 
Coolant Jacket ~P (LOX) (l06 N/M2) 
Coolant Inlet Temp (LHZ) ( K) 
Coolant Inlet Temp (LOX) (OK) 
Coolant EXIt Temp (lHZ) (OK) 
Coolant EXIt Temp (LOX) (OK) 
Chamber length (cm) 
Chamber Dlameter (cm) 
EngIne Length (cm) 
EngIne Dumeter (cm) 
GAS GENERATOR 
Chamber Pressure (l07 N/M2) 
Combustl0n Temperature (or) 
MlXture RatIO 
LOX Flow Rate (KG/sec) 
LH2 Flow Rate (KG/sec) 
TURBINE EXHAUST PERFORMANCE 
Sea-Level Thrust (N) 
Vacuum Thrust (N) 
Sea-level SpeCIfIC Impulse (sec) 
Vacuum SpeCIfIC IlIIpul·. (sec) 
Gas Flow Rate (KG/sec) 
LOX J RP.-JJ n I Cli PREBU.RNER 
Chamher Prpssure (l07 N/l) 
CombustIon Temperature (OK) 
MlXture RatlO 
LOX Flow Rate (KG/sec) 
RP-l Flow Rate (KG/,ec) 
bQ!.J!.I:Iz.LillCH PRE)lURNf.R 
Chamber Pressure (107 N/M2) 
CombustIon Temperature (OK) 
MlXture RatIO 
LOX Flow Rate (KG/sec) 
























































































TABLE XXV II (Con' t 
OPERATING SPECI FlCATlON (Con't 
(SI UNITS) 
~RBIN~ LOX (RP-l) LOX (LH2) RP-l LH2MOOE I LHZ MODE II 
--- -- -
Inlet Pressure (107 N/M2) 2 sn 4 19 a 39 4 OJ 4 OJ 
Inlet Temperature (oK) 92? ~?? 774 Ion Ion 
Gas Flow Rate (KG/sec) 467 1m 10 10 7 
Ratio of Heat Capacities (y) 1 31 1 312 1 36 I 36 I 36 
Molecular Weight, (KG/Mol) 14 5 13 7 I 57 1 57 1 57 
Sha ft Horsepower (10 7 W) 1 76 1 17 o 90 2 82 2 70 
rffniency (') no 110 72 70 70 
~pep" (RPM) 16,OOfl lr"ono 10,000 70,000 70,000 
Pressure Ratlo 1 19 1 14 2 31 7 75 26 6 
,-
Turbine EXlt Pressure (107 N/M2) 2 11 3 01 017 a 52 o 15 
Turbine Exit Temperature (OK) 885 861 621 601 448 
MAIN PU~ 
Outlet Flow Rate (YG/sec) 455 n 184 a 163 2 24 0/1 6 24 0/5 8 
Volumetric Flow Rate (LPM) 24,110 971 a 12,240 26,940/454 25,360/344 
NPSH (M) 96 96 137 261 261 
Suchon Specific Speed (RPM X GPM1/ 2/Frl/ 4 ) 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
~ Speed (RPM) 16,000 16,000 30,000 70,000 70,000 
O"charge Pressure (107 N/M?) 3 16 5 27 3 16 34/4 96 4 34/4 96 
Number of Stages ? 1 3 
Speclfic Speed (RPM X GPM1/ 2/FT 3/ 4) 2327/STG 1612/STG 1552 1392/339 1351/295 
Tota 1 Head Rl se (M) 2737 2388 3456 6279 6279 
Efficiency (") 77 76 76 75/42 75/36 
LOW SPEED TPA 
NPSH (M) 4 9 4 9 19 8 30 5 30 5 
I Inlet Flow Rate (KG/sec) 456 8 184 0 163 2 31 7 29 8 Outlet Flow Rate (KG/sec) 581 6 234 4 202 2 37 0 34 8 
Di>eharge Pressure (106 N/M2) 1 24 1 24 1 24 032 032 
Number of Stages 1 
Efflciency (") 77 77 77 77 71 
~!P_~ALLI f_ TUR!U N! 
Inlet Pressure (106 N/M2) 9 65 9 65 9 65 3 38 3 38 
r- Outlet Pressure (106 N/M2) 1 24 1 24 1 24 o 32 032 
, Flow Rate (KG/sec) 125 50 4 39 1 5 4 5 a 
I , Number of Stages 3 3 
I 
I Efficlency (7) 70 70 80 80 80 
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T.AJllL.M'!'IJ_ (Co n t ) 
OPERATING SPfC-rrCATION - DUAL-FUEL, DUAL-THROAT FNGINF (GG/SC) 
ENGLISH U~lTS 
ENGINE 
Sea-Level Thrust (lbf) 
Vacuum Thrust (1 btl 
MlXture Ratlo (LOX/RP-l) 
Mlxture Ratlo (LOX/LH2) 
Sea-Level Speclflc Impulse (sec) 
Vacuum Speclflc Impulse (sec) 
Total Flow Rate (lb/sec) 
LOX (RP-l) Flo. Rate (lb/SeC}} SECONOARY CHAMBER 
RP-l Flow Rate (lb/sec) 
LOX (LH2) Flow Rate (lb/seC}} PRIMARY CHAMBER 
Llt2 flow Rate (1 h/sec) 
LOX (GG) Fl ow Ra to (l b/sec) } GAS GENfRATOR 
LH2 (GG) Flow Rote (lb/sec) 
Chamber Pressure (psla) 
Nozzle Area Ratlo 
Throat Dlameter (In ) 
Nozzle EXlt Dlameter (1n 
Coolant Jacket Flow Rate ( LH7 ) 
Coo 1 ant Jacket Flow Rate (L02) 
Coolant Jacket AP (LH2) (pSl) 
Coo 1 ant Jacket AP (LOX) (pSl) 
Coo 1 ant Inlet Temp ( LH2) (OR) 
Coo 1 ant Inl et Temp (LOX) (OR) 
Coolant EXl t Temp (LH2 ) (OR) 
Coolant EXl t Temp (LOX) (OR) 
Chamber Length (1 n ) 
Chamber Dlameter (in) 
Englne Length (In ) 
Eng,"e Dl ameter (1 n ) 
GAS GENERATOR. 
Chamber Pressure (psla) 
Combustion Temperature (OR) 
Mixture Ratlo 
LOX Flow Rate (1 b/sec) 
lH2 Flow Rate (lb/sec) 
TURBINE EXHAUST PERFORMANQ 
Sea-level Thrust (lbf) 
Vacuum Thrust (1 bf) 
(lb/sec) 
(1 b/sec) 
Sea-level Speclflc Impulse (sec) 
Vacuum Speciflc Impulse (sec) 
Gas Flow Rate (lb/sec) 
lOX (RP-l) RICH PREll..1!8!llR 
Chamber Pressure (psla) 
Combustlon Temperature (OR) 
MlXture Ratio 
lOX Flow Ra te (l b/sec) 
RP-l Flow Rate (lb/sec) 
Chamber Pressure (psla) 
Combustlon Temperature (OR) 
Mixture Ratio 
lOX Flow Rate (lb/sec) 





























































































TABLE XXVI I (Cont l 
OPERATING SPECIFICATION (Cont 
(ENGLISH UNITS) 
TURBINES LOX (RP-l) LOX (LH2) 
Inlet Pressure (psia) 3740 6071 
Inlet Temperature (OR) 1660 1660 
Ga. Flow Rate (1 b/sec) 1029 5 399 8 
Ratio of Heat Capacities (y) 1 31 1 312 
Molecular Weight (lb/mol) 31 9 30 1 
Sha ft Horsepower (hp) 23,640 15,670 
Efficiency (%) 80 80 
Speed (rpm) 16,000 16,000 
Pressure Ratio 1 19 1 34 
Turbi ne Exit Pressure (psia) 3059 4370 
Turbine Exit Temperature (OR) 1593 1549 
MAIN PUMPS 
Outlet Flow Rate (lb/sec) 1007 1 405 7 
VolumetrIc Flow Rate (gpm) 6369 2566 
NPSH (ft) 316 316 
Suction SpecifIc Speed (RPM x GPr1l/2 /~/4) 20,000 20,000 
Speed (rpm) 16,000 16,000 
DIscharge Pressure (psla) 4584 7646 
Number of Stages 2 2 
SpecI fic Speed (RPM x GPM1 /2 / FT 3/4) 23Z7/STG 1612/STG 
TotaT Head Rise (FT) 8,981 7,833 
Efficiency (%) 77 76 
LOW SPEED TPA 
NPSH (FT) 16 16 
Inlet Flow Rate (I b/sec) 1007 1 405 7 
Outlet Flow Rate (lb/sec) 12R2 1 516 7 
Dlscharge Pressure (psia) 180 180 
Number of Stages 
Efficiency (X) 77 77 
HYDRAULI C TUR81 NE 
Inlet Pressure (psia) 1400 1400 
Outlet Pres~ure (psla) 180 180 
Flow Rate (lb/sec) 275 111 
Number of Stages 
Efficiency (~,) 70 70 
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RP-l LH2 flODE LH2 MODE II 
572 5843 5843 
1393 1860 1860 
22 7 227 15 6 
1 36 1 36 1 36 
3 467 3 467 3 467 
12,070 37,860 36,200 
72 70 70 
30.000 70.000 70,000 
2 31 7 75 26 6 
248 754 220 
1117 1082 806 
359 7 53 0/16 8 53 0/12 7 
3234 7117/120 6700/91 
450 855 855 
20,000 20,000 20,000 
30,000 70,OCO 70,000 
4584 6294/7200 6294/7200 
1 3 3 
T552 1392/339 1351/295 
11 ,337 20,600 20,600 
76 75/42 75/36 
65 100 100 
359 7 69 8 65 7 
445 8 81 6 76 8 
180 46 46 
1 
77 77 77 
1400 490 490 
180 46 46 
86 1 11 8 11 1 
3 
80 80 80 
TABLE XXVIII 
DUAL THROAT ENGINE PRESSURE SCHEDULE 
(SI UNITS) 
Propellant (LOX/RP-1 )** RP-1** RP-1** LOX (LH2) LH2 LOX (LH2) LH2 LH2 
Pressure (106 N/M2) (Preburner) (Preburner) (Chamber) (Preburner) (Preburner) (Gas Generator) (Gas Generator) (Chamber) 
Maln Pump Discharge 31 6 31 6 31 6 52 7 49 6 52 7 49 6 43 4 
ap Shutoff Valve (1·) o 5 o 5 o 4 
liP Llne (0 5'~) o 2 o 2 o 2 o 3 o 2 a 3 a 2 a 2 
Coolant Jacket Inlet 51 9 51 9 42 7 
aP Coolant Jacket 1 8 1 8 12 6 
Coolant Jacket Outlet ~O 1 50 1 30 1 
.'.P Llne (0 5 ') a 2 o 2 o 2 
oP Control Valve (5-10 ,) 1 9 1 9 1 6 2 5 4 9 2 5 4 9 
Preburner In1 et 29 6 29 6 47 4 44 5 47 4 44 5 
liP Pre burner InJector (6-15 ~) 3 8 3 8 5 5 2 7 7 1 2 7 
~ 
-' Turblne Inlet 25 8 ~ 25 8 41 9 41 9 40 3 ~ 40.3 
Turblne Outlet (1) 21 30 1 5 2 
Turbl ne Out1 et (2) 7 
1 5 (Mode II) 
liP Llne (0 5%) a 1 o 2 
Maln InJector Inlet 21 0 22 7* 30 0 30 0 
liP InJector (8% & 15%) 1 7 3 4 2 4 2 4 
Chamber Pressure 19 3 19 3 27 6 27 6 
Exhaust Dump Pressure 1 7 
1 5 (Mode II) 
Flow Rates (KG/sec) 456 8 10 2 153 0 179 7 1 6 4 3 6 0 24 0 
3 0 (Mode I I) 4 1 (Mode II) 
*Excess pressure aval1ab1e without use of Sp1lt flow pump 
**Operate In Mode I only 
'------1 1 , - I 
TABLE XXVIII (Cont 1 
DUAL THROAT ENGINE PRESSURE SCHEDULE 
(ENGLI SH UNITS) 
Propellant LOX (RP-1 )** RP-l ** RP-l ** lOX (LH2) LH2 LOX (LH2) LH2 LH6 
Pressure (Qsla) (Preburner) (Preburner) (Chamber ) (Preburner) (Preburner) (Gas Generator) (Gas Generator) (Cham er) 
MaIn Pump DIscharge 4584 4584 4584 7646 7200 7646 7200 6294 
~P Shutoff Valve (1 76 76 63 
~P LIne (0 5 ) 23 23 23 38 36 38 36 31 
Coolant Jacket Inlet 7532 7532 6200 
_P Coolant Jacket 260 260 1830 
Coolant Jacket Outlet 7272 7272 4370 
_P LIne (0 5 ) 36 36 22 
_P Control Valve (5-10 ') 271 271 228 362 705 362 705 
Preburner Inlet 4290 4290 6874 6459 6874 6459 
~P Preburner Injector (6-15' ) 550 550 1803 388 1031 388 
--0 Turbine Inlet 3740 ( 3740 6071 ~ 6071 5843 ~ 5843 
lO TurbIne Outlet (1) 3059 4370 754 N 
TurbIne Outlet (2) 248 
220 (Mode I I) 
AP LIne (0 5 ) 15 22 2 
MaIn InJector Inlet 3044 3294* 4348 4348 
LP InJector (8, & 15 244 494 348 348 
Chamber Pressure 2800 2800 4000 4000 
Exhaust Dump Pressure 246 
218 (Mode II) 
FLOW RATES (lb/sec) 1007.1 22.4 337 3 396.2 3 6 9 5 13 2 53 0 
6 5 (Mode II) 9 1 (Mode II) 
*Excess pressure avaIlable without use of split flow pump 
**Operate in Mode I only 
V, D, Englne Operatlon and Control (cont.) 
baslc valve concept selectlOn and slzlng for the selected power cycle. The 
requlred control functlons Here ldentlfled based on the englne schematlc 
dlagram (Flgure 104) and the start and shutdown sequence analysls (Table 
XXIX). A welghted valve conflguratlon trade study was then performed, uSlng 
the ratlngs pressented In Flgure 108, to ald In the component selection 
process. Valve conflguratlons \vere defwed and flUld KH requlrements were 
denved based on estlmated pressure drop and welght fl,m'l requl rements. The 
est lmated wei ghts and envelope s 1 ze for the cOlnponents \'/ere then determl ned 
based on hlstoncal data, parametrlc curves and emplrical equations developed 
from other englne programs. A summary of the proposed valve conflguratlons 
and slzlng lS presented ln Table XXX. 
Further study \/111 be necessary to provlde for requl rernents such as 
engine pre-start Chllldown, tank pressurlzatlon and lnstrumentatlon. In 
addltlon, control functlon tranSlent analysis wlll be requlred wlth respect 
to concerns such as control of propellant lead-lag durlng start and shutdown 
translents, control of thrust level overshoot, mlxture rat1o, and propellant 
utlllzatlon at steady state cond1tlons. 
1. Maln Fuel and OXldlzer and RP-1 Pump Turblne Bypass Shutoff Valves 
For parallel burn both the L02/L.'2 eng1ne Clrcu1ts wlll be 
started and operated to an alt1tude where the L02/RP-1 eng1ne w111 be 
shutdm·m. The L02/L1f2 engl ne ~111l then cont 1 nue burm ng unt il command 
shutdown prior to orblt lnsert1on. Therefore, based on the start and 
shutdo\'m sequence 1t Has determ1ned that the ma1n fuel and oXldlZer and the 
RP-1 pUIIIP turblne bypass valves would be on/off valves. 
The prlrnary functlOn of the Illaln fuel and oX1d1zer valves is to 
1n1t1ate propellant flow durlng the eng1ne start squence and shutoff flow 
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TABLE XXIX 
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION - DUAL FUEL DUAL THROAT ENGINE 
The primary (lOX/lH2) ci rcul t wl11 be started s 11 ght 1y ahead of the secondary (lOX/RP-1) 
circuit The primary circuit will utl1lZe a fuel-lead start whl1e the secondary clrcult will 
involve an oxidlZer-1ead start of from 1 to 3 ml111seconds The oXldlZer lead procedure is 
consistent wlth Titan I and F-1 experlence and avolds contamlnation of the lOX ClrCUlt with 
hydrocarbon fuel [More recent experience (Contract NAS 3-21030) with both oxidlzer and fuel 
lead starts for a lOX/RP-1 igniter showed that smoother starts were achieved wlth a 1 to 3 ml111second(s) 
fuel lead This result is attributed to the hydrauhcs of the system, and the maln combustor on 
that program wl11 utilize a lOX lead to prevent accumulation of fuel durlng startup] 
OXl di zer-ri ch prebumers wl11 incorporate oxi dlZer-1ead starts and OXl dlZer-1 ag shutdowns 
Purge all fuel and oXldizer hnes and mamfo1ds 








Energize spark ignlters on 
Open maln lH2 fuel valve 
Open igniter valves on #1 oXldlZer-rlch preburner and H2 fue1-rlch gas generator 
Open mal n l02 valve 
Open H2 control valves on #1 oXldizer-rlch preburner and H2 fue1-rlch gas generator 
Open oxidizer control valves on #1 oXldizer-rlch preburner and H2 fue1-rlch gas 
generator 
Ramp open H2 control valve to pnmary (O/H) combustl0n chamber 
[It lS assumed that there wl11 be a purge lnto the secondary (O/RP-l) lnJector Just prior to 
combustl0n in the prlmary chamber to 11mlt the backf10w of reclrcu1ated gases during the 
start transient This should e11mlnate the need for check valves ln the hnes to the secondary 
injector] Tlmlng should allow for a fue1-rlch start ln the prlmary chamber, but an accidental 
oXldizer-rlch (O/H) start wlth preburner gas and lH2 lS not a problem for the MR • 7 combustlon 
chamber deslgn, as the combustl0n temperature lS very close to that for st01chlOmetrlc (MR'8) 
condltlons 
10 Open 19niter valves on #2 oXldlZer-rlch preburner 
11 Open lOX and RP-1 control valves on #2 oXldlZer-rlC~ preburner 
12 Open RP-1 pump turbl ne bypass valve #1, close RP-1 pump turbl ne bypass valve #2, 
and ramp open the RP-1 control valve 
TRANSITION (MODE I TO MODE II) 
Close the oXldlZer and RP-1 control valves and igmter valves on #2 oXldlZer-rlch 
prebumer to provi de a lOX-n ch shutdown of the preburner 
2 Initiate lOX system purge 
3 Open RP-1 pump turblne bypass valve #2, close pump turblne bypass valve #1, and 
ramp close the RP-1 control valve to provlde a fue1-rlch secondary chamber shutdown 
4 Open chamber bypass control valve to secondary chamber 
5 Cutoff igniter spark energy to lOX/RP-1'Cl rcuit 
Close control valves on #1 oXldizer-rlch preburner and H2 fue1-rlch gas generator 
2 Close main lOX valve and lnltiate oXldlzer purge 
3 Ramp close H2 control valve 
4 Close maln lH2 fuel valve 
5 Close 19n1ter valves on #1 oxidlZer-rlch preburner and H2 fue1-nch gas generator 
6 Cutoff i gni ter spark energy to lOX/lH2 Clrcuit 
7 Open chamber bypass valve to nozzle 
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Figure 108. Typical Shutoff Valve Trade Study 
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TABLE XXX 
VALVE CONFIGURATION AND SIZING 
Approx. V1v & Actuator 
F1uld Approx Approx Envelope DlmenSl0ns 
Kw Valve Llne Va 1 ve & Actua tor Diameter Length Valve ~ Configuration Regu i rement Dla cm (In Wt Kg (1 b ) cm (In ) cm (In ) 
Maln L02 Valve On-Off CO-AXl a 1 Poppet 43 3 7 6 (3 0) 22 (48) 30 (12) 46 (8) (N C ) 
Maln LH2 Valve On-Off Co-Axla1 (N C.) Poppet 27 8 6 4 (2 5) 15 (34) 25 (10) 43 (17) 
RP-1 Pump Turblne On-Off Ang1 e Poppet 5 7 3 8 
GH2 Bypass Valve (N 0.) (1 5) 7 (15) 15 (6) 51 (20) 
RP-1 Pump Turbine On-Off Ang1 e Poppet 7 7 5 1 (2 0) 10 (23) 20 (8) 51 (20) 
GH2 Bypass Valve (N C ) 
OXld Rich Pre-Burner 
...... #1 - 02 Control Valve Control Angl e Poppet 16 1 6 4 (2 5) 15 (33) 23 (9) 61 (24) U) 
0'1 
- H2 Control Valve Control Ang1 e Poppet 1 0 1 9 (0 75) 4 (8) 10 (4) 38 (15) 
Oxid R1Ch Pre-Burner 
112 - 02 Control Valve Control Angl e Poppet 49 2 10 8 (4 25) 39 (85) 25 (10) 71 (28) 
- RP-l Control Valve Control Angl e Poppet 1 3 2 5 (1 0) 4 (9) 13 (5) 41 (16 ) 
H2 Fuel R1Ch Gas Generator 
- 02 Control Valve Control Angle Poppet o 3 1 0 (0 375) 3 (6) 8 (3) 30 (12) 
- H2 Control Valve Control Ang1 e Poppet 2 5 2 5 (1 0) 4 (9 5) 13 (5) 43 (17) 
RP-l Thrust Chamber Control Angle Poppet 19 7 7 0 (2 75) 
Control Valve 
18 (40) 25 (10) 61 (24) 
H2 Thrust Chamber Control An91e Poppet 14 4 6 4 (2 5) 14 (31) 23 (9) 61 (24) 
Control Valve 
Chamber By-Pass Control Angle Poppet 195 14 6 (5 75) 16 (35) 30 (12) 64 (25) Control Valve (Dlversl0n Valve) 
V, D, Englne Operatlon and Control (cont.) 
from the LH2 and the L02 pump In the L02/LH2 Clrcult. To mlnllTllZe 
flml resistance, actuatlOn forces and resultant valve welght, the coaxlal 
balanced poppet conflguratlon was selected for both the maln L02 and LH2 
valves. The shell type constructlon of these valves wlll also ald In 
attalnment of IlllnlmUm \'/elght. 
The angle poppet conflguratlOn \'/as chosen for the RP-l pump 
turblne bypass shutoff valves. ThlS conflguratlon lS readlly adaptable to 
thlS valve Slze range wlthout belng bulky and can be balanced to mlnlmlze 
actuatlon forces. Also, the angle conflguratlon lS effectlve when changes In 
flow dlrectlon are requlred as wlll probably be the case In this part of the 
englne system llne conflguratlon. 
2. Preburner, Gas Generator and Thrust Chamber Control Valves 
The functlon of the oXldlzer-rlch preburner and fuel-rlch gas 
generator valves lS to lnltlate and control flow and mlxture ratlo to the 
oXldlzer rlch pre burners and the fuel rlch gas generator after the maln L02 
and LH2 valves have been opened durlng the englne start transient. Slnce 
these valves wlll most llkely be 1lI0unted dlrectly on the preburner and gas 
generator lnJectors, an angle poppet conflguratlon would provlde the 
necessary change In flow dlrectlon to keep the englne compact and at the same 
tlme provlde a flow control element that can be shaped for proper mixture 
control as well as havlng the requlred shutoff feature to termlnate flow 
dun ng engl ne shutdmm. 
The functlon of the thrust chamber control valves wlll be to 
lnltlate, control, and termlnate RP-l and H2 flow to the maln thrust 
chamber injectors durlng englne start, operatlon and shutdown. These valves 
wlll elther be angle poppet or coaxlal poppet type valves dependlng on the 
flnal englne llne conflguratlon. 
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V, 0, Eng1ne Operat1on and Control (cont.) 
The chamber bypass control valve \1111 d1vert turb1ne exhaust gas 
to the L02/RP-l chamber, follow1ng L02/RP-l eng1ne shutdown, to control 
the shape of the L02/LH2 eng1ne exhaust plume. Th1S valve w1ll be in the 
form of a single 1nlet-dual outlet poppet type valve wInch translates to 
divert flow from one outlet port to the other when actuated. A valve of th1S 
conf1gurat1on was des1gned and developed by AeroJet and used on the Titan I 
eng1 ne system. 
3. Igniter Val ves 
Although the 19n1ter valves were not shown on the engine schematic 
or included on Table XXX a summary of the proposed general conf1guration 1S 
as follows: 
Type: Poppet-Solenoid Operated 
Line Size: 9.5 mm (.375 1nch) d1ameter 
Wei ght: 0.77 Kg (1. 7 1 bs) each 
It is ant1c1pated that a total of elght 19niter valves will be 
requlred for the engine system. This 1ncludes two 19n1ter valves for each 
oX1d1zer-rich preburner, two valves for the fuel-rich gas generator, and two 
valves for the 02/H2 combust1on chamber. It 1S postulated that 19mter 
valves w1ll not be required for the 02/RP-1 chamber since the 02/H2 
eng1ne C1rcu1t 1S started first and w1ll supply the 19n1t1on source for the 
02/RP-1 C1rcu1t. 
4. Valve Actuat10n 
Dur1ng valve actuat10n the operat1ng forces to be considered 
include forces due to flow and pressure, fr1ct1on of the seals, bear1ngs, and 






V, D, Englne Operatlon and Control (cont.) 
For thlS prelimlnary study electromechanlcal actuatlon was 
selected based on conslderatlon of the tradeoffs examined durlng the more 
detailed space shuttle maln engine (AJ-550) study where similar valve 
operatlng presures, propellants, llne sizes and response tlmes were 
evaluated. Durlng the SSME program study, electrlcal, hydraullc and 
pneumatlc systems were evaluated on the basls of seventeen design 
conslderatlons; the prlmary factors belng welght, contamlnation 
susceptiblllty, power requirements, fabrlcatlon cost and lead tlme, 
malntainab1lity, reliabllity and safety. Although the results of the SSME 
study lndlcated the three systems were relatively equal in thelr abllity to 
sat1sfy the overall ~esign requ1rements of the engine evaluated, there are 
other factors that must also be considered to assure accurate positlon 
control of the preburner, 9as generator and thrust chamber control valves. 
For lnstance, pneum~tlc systems pose a control problem 1n terms of gas 
compresslbi1ity and cryogenlC collapse factors. The same problem occurs when 
using propellant pressure actuated systems unless the propellant used for 
actuatlon can be maintalned in a liquid state by contlnuous bleed techniques. 
When using hydrau11c 011 systems, \,/elght and envelope become a problem due to 
thenna1 barrier reqUl rements to prevent excessive chilldO\'In of the hydrau1 ic 
011. One exceptlon lS that propellant or hydraulic pressure actuatlon could 
be used for the RP-l preburner and thrust chamber control valves; however, 
use of e1ectron~chanlca1 actuat10n for all of the eng1ne valves prov1des the 
potent1al advantage of component commonal1ty. 
W1th respect to electr1ca1 power requ1red 1t is ObV10US that the 
electrical system requlres more electr1cal power than the hydraulic or 
pneumat1c systems, however, the total energy from the vehicle power source 1S 
not expected to be slgn1f1cantly dlfferent. Based on the SSME study the 
est1mated operat1ng power requ1rements w1ll range from 200 to 300 watts for 
the ma1n L02 and LH2 valves and the preburner No.2 oXldizer control 
valve down to 50 to 75 watts for the other control valves. 
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5. Materials 
The materials selected for the proposed valve conf1gurations are 
based on engine operating conditions and the propellants utilized. Primary 
consideration was given to material qual1ties such as corrosion resistance, 
hydrogen embrittlement, L02 impact sens1tivity, high strength to weight 
ratio and adequate toughness and fat1gue llfe at operating temperatures. A 
list of materials under consideration for the maJor valve subcomponents is 
included in Table XXXI. 
E. ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
The performance of the selected dual throat eng1ne 1S given 1n Table 
XXVII as 327.6 seconds at sea level (376.0 seconds in vacuum) for Mode I and 
463.3 seconds for Mode II. These values represent an engine eff1ciency of 
97.3% 1n Mode I and of 97% 1n Mode II. Parametric representation of these 
data for various seconda~ nozzle area rat10s 1S depicted in Figure 109. The 
baseline stream-tube analysis for a staged combust1on type cycle is given in 
Table XXXII for comparison. 
F. ENGINE MASS PROPERTIES DATA 
The weight breakdown for the basel1ne dual throat engine is shown in 













Dynamic Shaft Seals 
Guide Bushings 
Valve Springs 








Phosphor Bronze Seal on CRES 347 
(Electrolized) Seat 
Gold Plated CRES 347 Seal on 
Electrolized 347 CRES Seat 
Encapsulated Teflon Poppet on 
347 CRES Seat 
15% Graphi te 
Filled Teflon (Delta Seal) 
Fill ed Teflon 
Inconel 750 
























GAS GENERATOR/STAGED COMBUSTION BASELINE ENGINE 
MODE I SEA LEVEL THRUST = 2.699 MN (600K LBF) 
PCS/PCP = 1.93/2.76 X 107 N/CM2 (2800/4000 PSIA) 
MRS/MRP = 2.8/7.0 L02/RP-1 + LH2 
STREAr~ TUBE THRUST SPLIT = 70/30 
MODE II VACUUM 
40 60 
SECONDARY NOZZLE AREA RATIO - AE/AT 





























..- TABLE XXXII 
DUAL-FUEL DUAL-THROAT ENGINE STREAM-TUBE ANALYSIS 
-, 
STAGED COMBUSTION CYCLE III 
(SI UNITS) F1/F2 = 3.20 
- 70% x 1 30% x 1 MODE 1 MODE 2 
L02/RP-1 L02/LH2 L02/RP-1 & LH2 L02/LH2 
Thrust, SL, KN 1868 801 2669 
Thrust, VAC, KN 2151 901 3052 953 
-
Mixture Ratlo 2.8 7.0 3.37 7.0 (TCA) 
Chamber Pressure 107 N/M2 1. 93 2.76 2.76 
Area Ratio (50) (60) 52.3 232 
ODE Is, SL, see 316.8 405.6 (338.9) 
ODE Is, VAC, see 364.7 456.4 (387.5) 478.0) 
Is Effleieney, % 97 98 97.3 97** 
Is, SL, Delivered, see 307.3 397.5 329.8 
Is, VAC, Delivered, see 353.8 447.3 377 .1 463.7 
Total Flow Rate, Kg/s 619.94 205.40 825.34 209.51** 
Fuel Flow Rate, Kg/s 163.14 25.67 188.82 29.78** 
Oxidizer Flow Rate, Kg/s 456.80 179.73 636.52 179.73 
e*,m/s 1804 2261 2261 
Throat Area, em2 579 168 748 168 
- Throat Diameter, em 14.7 30.9 14.7 , 
EXlt Area, em2 28,970 10,104 39,077 39,077 
EXl t Di ameter, em 223 223 
Exit Pressure, 104 N/M2 3.7 3.9 3.8 0.7 
*Optimum L02/LH2 e: SL = 28 L02/RP-1 e:SL = 23 




Thrust, SL, lb 
Thrust. VAC, lb 
MlXture Ratlo 
Chamber Pressure, DSla 
Area Ratio 
ODE Is, SL, sec 
ODE Is, VAC, sec 
Is Efficiency, % 
Is, SL, Delivered, sec 
Is, VAC, Del1vered, sec 
Total Flow Rate, lb/sec 
Fuel Flow Rate, lb/sec 
Oxidlzer Flow Rate, lb/sec 
c*, ft/s 
Throat Area, In.2 
Throat Diameter, In. 
Exit Area, in. 2 
EXlt Diameter, In. 
Exit Pressure, psia 
TABLE XXXII (Cant) 
STAGED COMBUSTION CYCLE III 
(ENGLISH UNITS) 






































**Assumed 1% Is loss and 2% bleed flow 
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Fl/F2 = 3.20 
MODE 1 
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TABLE XXXI II 
BASELINE ENGINE COMPONENT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
INPuT 
VARIABLES 
F (LB) (N) 600000, 266893i!, 
F SPLIT .7 ,7 
PC PRIMARY (PSI)(ATM) 4000. 272.18 
PC SEC (pSI)(ATM) 2800, 190,53 
AREA RATIO 52,3 52,3 
OUTPUT 
COMPONENT wEIGHTS fNGJNE WEIGHT 
WG WHISCS wMISCP WINJS HINJP WPBOS HPBOP WPBFP WVOS WVFS wVOP (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) (l.B) (l.B) (LB) 
215,22 329,97 213,09 612,62 1~7,90 110,35 47 ,39 111 .16 &9.38 116,25 73.91 
(KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) 
97,021 149 ,672 96.655 277,881 67,087 50.053 21.495 6,423 31,471 20.981 33.527 
\) WVFP wBPOS WBPFS WBPOP WBPFP w~POS WHPFS w~POP WMPFP WLPl.8 WLPLP :> (LB) (LB) (l.B) (LB) (l.S] (LB) (L8) (LB) (L8) (I.B) (L8 ) 11 
85.58 168,87 28.80 57,65 ~O,64 2811.13 127,29 73,62 140,22 15Z,21 104.'~ 
(KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) 
38,821 76.598 13,063 26,1119 27,507 128,878 57,739 33,392 63,1101 69,043 47.231 
HHPL$ wHPl.P wPSS HPSP WHGMS WHGHP HTCN HCCS WCCP wIGN wCONT~ WE (I.B) (l.B) (l.B) (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) (LB) 
121,4Q 228,00 'i7,67 38.115 90.44 217.50 771.10 320.88 182.61 76.00 130,00 5437.52 
(KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) (KG) 
55,107 ,OS,4P 411,302 17 .440 41,021 98,656 349,766 145,548 82.831 34.473 58,907 2466,416 
ENGINE THRUST WEIGHT RATIo UO.3 
SEE APPENDIX FOR NOMWCLATURE 
V, F, Engine Mass Propertles Data (cont.) 
The matena1s for the engl ne component welghts are of 1978 
state-of-the-art, and are essentla11y the same as utl11zed In Ref. (6). The 
selected matena1s for the major englne components are 11sted HI Table XXXIV. 
These matena1s \'iere selected to achleve 1 1 ght\velght englnes wlth 
conslderatlon of the design and 10ny 11fe requlrenents and the env1ronmenta1 
and propellant compatlbl11ty aspects. 
1. Advanced Mater1a1s Rev1ew 
An estllnate of the yearly 1mprovements 1n eng1ne we1ght through 
1995 was prov1ded 1n Sect10n IV,C,2. As part of the mater1a1s se1ect10n 
process for the basellne dual throat eng1ne, a reV1ev/ was made of potential 
advanced materials. Th1S revie'l 1S 1nc1uded 1n the follo\,llng. 
Of the var10US advanced mater1als (metals, nonmeta111cs, 
composites and ceram1cs), the modulus enhanced, metal matr1x f11amentary 
canpos 1 tes have demonstrated the most prOln1 se for lInproved performance. 
These compos1tes have been appl1ed 1n commerc1a1 and m111tary a1rcraft as 
structural re1nforCellent panels. We1ght sav1ngs to 37% have been obta1ned 
over convent 1 ona 1 panels 1 n honeycomb st ruct ures ut 111 Zl ng a 1 Ulnl num alloy 
cores W1 th tltamum 6M.-4V, boron/epoxy re1 nforced face sheets. Further 
improvements may be obta1ned w1th sheets fabncated from t1tamum or a1um1num 
matena1/ceram1c f11ament composites. Compos1tes of th1S type are dlrect1y 
app11cab1e to rocket eng1ne structural components Wh1Ch are not subjected to 
the env1ronnenta1 restra1nts of propellant and hot gas systems. The use of 
these matena1s at moderately elevated and cryogemc temperatures are 
quest10nab1e, however, due to the d1fferent1a1 expans10n of the compos1te 
const1tuents. The1r app11cat1?n 1S also dependent on add1t10na1 development 
of: (1) fabricat10n techn1ques to produce the conf1gurat10ns such as 







1. Low Speed LOX TPA 
a. Shaft Inconel 718 
b. Impeller & Turbine 7075 T-37 
Aluminum Alloy 
c. Housing A356T-6 
Al Alloy 
d. Bolts A-286 
,...... e. Housing Liner FEP Teflon 
Fused Coating 
f. Bearings CRES 440C; 
Alternate Haynes 
Star Alloy PM 
2. Low Speed RP-l TPA All materi al s the same as low speed LOX TPA 
except Teflon Coating is not required. 
3. Low Speed LH2 TPA All materials the same as low speed LOX TPA 
except Teflon Coating is not required. 
4. High Speed LOX TPA 
a. Shaft A-286 
b. Impeller Inconel 718 
,--
c. High Pressure Pump ARMCO 
& Turbine Housing Nitronic-50 
d. Inducer Housing Incone1 718 
e. Turbines Inconel 718 and UDIMET 630 
, 
f. Bolts (pump) A-286 
g. Bolts (turblne) Waspaloy 




5. High Speed RP-l TPA 
a. Inducer Hous1ng 
6. High Speed LH2 TPA 
a. Inducer Housing 




e. Turbine Housing 
f. Shaft 
g. Bolts (pump) 
h. Bolts (turbine) 
i. Bearings 
7. LOX/RP-l OX-R1Ch 
Preburner 
a. Injector Body 
b. Chamber 
8. LOX/LH2 Ox-Rich Pre burner 
a. Injector Body 
b. Chamber 
TABLE XXXIV (cont) 
SAL-2.S SnEli 
T1 tam urn Alloy 
All other material the same as High Speed 
LOX TPA 
SAL-2.S SnEli 
T1 tam urn A 11 oy 




















Preburner or Gas Generator 
a. Injector Body & 
Chamber 











Hot Gas Manifold 
ARMCO Nltronic-50 
Inconel 625 or ARMCO Nitronic-50 
CRES 347 or ARMCO Nitronic-50 
Inconel 625 
ZR Cu 




V, F, Engine Mass Properties Data (cont.) 
1ncluding fracture toughness, and (3) the development of NDE techniques for 
complex fabricated parts. 
High temperature reslstant composlte mater1als offer a key to 
lmproved engine efficiency. The potential for materials 1n appl icat10ns 
above 2000°F 1n turb1ne sect10ns 1S promis1ng. Tungsten-hafnium 
carbide/superalloy compos1tes offer a potent1al 1mprovement of 16JOK (300°F) 
for an equ1valent strength to dens1ty ratio of n1ckel base superalloys. The 
fracture mechanlCS ana1ys1s of slllcon nitrlde for gas turblne app1icatlons 
indicates that hlgh purlty slllcon nitrlde has a potentla1 life operating 
stress of 9.65 x 106 N/m2 (1400 pS1) at 1672°K (2550°F). Dlrectionally 
SOlld1f1ed refractory oxide eutectics offer an experimental material w1th 
exceptional high temperature strength 1n excess of that obtained with sil1con 
n1tride. A bend strength of 5.1 x 108 N/m2 (74,000 psi) at 1811°K 
(2800°F) was exhlbited by a eutectlc of aluminum oxide and yttria stabilized 
zirconia directionally SOlld1fled to fonn oriented Zlrconla whiskers in an 
aluminum oxide matr1X. 
Improvements 1 n turbomach1 nery performance may be real ized Wl th 
improved beanng materials such as pO\,/der metallurgy compos1tes which offer 
1 mproved 1 ub n c 1 ty, and Wl th ceram1 cs wh i ch offer llllproved 1 ife at h 1 gher 
loads than steel bearings. Use of ceramic bearings lS highly dependent on 
fabrlcation details to produce defect free parts. 
The development of carbon-carbon compos1tes for solid rocket 
nozz1 e and re-entry vehlc1 e appllcat lOns provldes a basi s for the lmproved 
perfonnance of rocket engi ne thrust chambers and nozzl es at serV1 ce 
temperatures ln excess of 1922°K (3000°F). However, thelr use in some 
appllcations may be dependent on the development of thermodynamically stable 







V, F, Englne Mass Propert1es Data (cont.) 
Other challenges to advanced lIIatenals 1n rocket eng1ne des1gn are 
appllcat10ns Hh1Ch are governed by low temperature duCtll1ty, propellant 
canpatib1l1ty or h1gh strength vllth attendant h1gh thenllal conduct1vlty. 
These requlrements have not been addressed in elther composite research and 
development, or ln alloy development ln recent times. Currently, the 
advanced mater1als are experlmental wlth few belng adequately character1zed 







CONCLUS IONS AND RECOMHENDA TIONS 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
The conclus10ns which have been derived from the results of the 
Dual-Fuel, Dual-Throat Engine Prel1minary Analysis study are presented in 
Table XXXV for easy reference. 
The overall conclus1on 1S that the dual throat engine 1S a viable 
concept for SSTO appl1cations from a propulsion systen v1ewpoint and from a 
prelim1nary veh1cle system evaluat10n. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The recommendatlOns for further study fall 1nto two categories: (l) 
vehicle system analys1s, and (2) technology development of the dual throat 
eng1ne. 
Vehicle applicat10ns analyses should be conducted slmilar to those 
performed by NASA/Langley (Ref. 8 and 15-17) to determ1ne the comparative 
mer1t of the dual throat configuration for several NASA miss1ons. 
Technology development of the dual throat concept should continue to 
accurately define the performance of the engine in both modes of operation 
and to determine the maximum chamber pressure possible when trans-regen 





















The gas generator/staged combustion mixed cycle 
proved to be the most promising candidate when 7 
primary chamber pressures greater than 2.07 x 10 
N/m2 (3000 psia) are considered. 
The PCS/PCP = 1.93/2.76 x 107 N/m2 (2800/4000 psia) 
dual throat engine provides a more attractive S5TO 
payload than lower pressure versions. 
Improvements in TPA state-of-the-art will allow 
even higher Pc selection. 
Dual throat engine performance should exceed the 
conservative values utilized in this study. 
Trans-regen cooling will allow higher dual throat 
chamber pressures with a small performance degradation. 
A practical stream-tube thrust split of 70/30 was 
selected to provide good performance and cooling 
capability. 
The L02/RP-l propellant combination was selected 
instead of the L02/LCH4 combination, but a detailed 
cost analysis and a ve~icle system analysis is 
required before a final selection can be made. 
Simplified trajectory analyses indicate the dual-
fuel, dual-throat engine as a viable SSTO candidate. 
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Weight scaling equations used in Ref. (6) were mod1fied for the dual 
throat configuration, and were used to generate the eng1ne parametr1c weights 
given in Section IV,C. The equat10ns assume slmilarity 1n configuration, and 
may not be appl1cable to engine concepts with differ1ng power cycles. The 
equations appear to glve too optimist1c an eng1ne \~lght at 200K pounds 
thrust, but appear val'id at engine thrust values from 1779 through 8896 KN 
(400K through 2M). 
The constants for the equat10ns are included for both the L02/RP-l 





WEIGHT SCALING EQUATIONS - DUAL THROAT ENGINE 
Glmbal 
WG = WGB (:~~~E) 1.5 
Injectors 
IIINJp = WINJBp ~~:p ] (.5 + .5 :~:p ) 
IIINJS = IHNJBS ~~~s ] (5 + .5 :~~s ) 
Combustion Chambers 
WCCp = WCCBp ~~~pJ.5 (8 + .2 :~~p) 
WCCs = I~CCBS ~~~E J .5 (. 8 + •2 :~~s) 
Thrust Chamber Nozzle 
WrCtl = WrCNB ~~~J (::B --£!1) [. 8 + .2 :~~sJ 
Preburners 
PpccsP l (.5 + ~J 
WPBDp = WPBDBp [~~:p :~:pJ (.s + .s :~:p) 









WVOs = WVOBS ~~~S :~~sJ 1.35 (.4 + .6 :~~S) Ox Valves 
Low Speed Pumps 
IATp PCp l1.35 (PCp ).5 
WLSPFp = WLSPFBp ~TBp PCBpJ PCBp Fuel 
IAT P PCp l1. 35 (PCp ). 5 
WLSPOp = WLSPOB p ~TBp PCBPJ PCBp Ox 
IAT S PCS l1. 35 (PCS ).5 
WLSPFS = WLSPFBS LATBS PCBSJ PCBS Fuel 
I.ATS PCSl1.35(PCS)·5 
WLSPOS = WLSPOBS LATBS PCBSJ PCBS Ox 
High Speed Pumps 








ATp P _P_ ~ PC r· 35 (PC t WHSPOB p ATBp PCBp PCBp 
WHSPFS = 
ATS S _S_ ~ PC J 1.35 (PC r WHSPFBS ATBS PCBS PCBS 
WHSPOS ATS S _S_ ~ PC r· 35 (PC t = WHSPOBS ATBS PCBS PCBS 
Low Pressure Lines 
~ATp PCp) .9 WLPLp = WLPLBp ATBp PCBp 
~ATS PCS ) .9 WLPLS = WLPLBS ATBS PCBS 
High Pressure Lines 
WHPLp = WHPLBp [~~:P :~:P ) 1.4 (:~:P ) 




~ PC) 1.4 (PC ) ATS S _S_ ATBS PCBS PCBS 
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Miscellaneous 
WMISCp = 169 ~:~~J 59 [::~~ p J .5 + 37 
WMISCS = 187 ~:~~J + 72 [::~~J5 + 37 
Controller 
WCTRL = 130 
Pressurization System 
WPSp + WPSBp [~~~p :~~pJ 
Hot Gas Manifold 
HHG~1p = ~Tp WHG~1Bp ATBp PC r· 5 (PC ) PC~p PC~p 




WEIGHT SCALING CONSTANTS 
STREN1- TUBE THR:J~T SPLIT ; 60/40 
Symbol N..onlenc 1 a tu!,_e. L~2/_R!_-_1 ~ __ ~~2_ L02/LCH4 + .!...~ 
WGB Glmba1 219 219 
WINJBp Prlmary Injector 233 233 
IHNJBS Secondary In lector 638 626 
WCCBp Pn ma ry (olBbus t 1 on ChaUR)(> r 235 135 
WCCBS Secondary COlllhuc:; t I on (hdHlIH'r 31)/ 139 
r WTCNS Thru,t Chalilber NOll)" 740 726 
WPBFBp Prlrnary lueJ-Rlch Pfl'hurrlf'1 III 137 
WPBOBp Prlmary OX-Rl ch Preburner 82 82 
I,PBOB S Secondary Ox-R1Ch Preburner 114 114 
WVFBp Prlmary Fuel Valves 110 110 
WVOBp Prl mary Ox Va 1 ves 95 95 
WVFBS Secondary Fuel Val ves 34 38 
WVOBS Secondary Ox Valves 51 51 
,.-- WLSPFBp Prlmary Low-Speed Fuel Pump 81 81 
WLSPOBp Prlmary Low-Speed Ox Pump 77 77 
ULSPFB S Secondary Low-Speed Fuel Pump 22 33 
WLSPOBS Secondary Low-Speed Ox ,-- Pump 129 129 
WHSPFB p Prlmary Fuel Pump 370 370 
WHSPOBp Prlmary Ox Pump 171l 178 
WHSPFBS Secondary Fuel Pump 113 170 
,- WHSPOB S Secondary Ox Pump 2g~ 299 
WLPLBp Prllllary Low-Prpc;sutr' Ilnp\ 119 13'1 
WLPLBS Secondary Low-Prc'>'iut1' l Hle'l 140 164 
WHPLB p Prlmary Hl gh-Pressure L HIes 268 268 
,- WHPLBS Secondary Hlgh-Pressure LInes 80 94 
III GNp Prlmary IgnltlOn System 16 16 
WIGNS Secondary I gnl t lOn Sys tem 60 60 
WCTRL Englne Controller 130 130 
WPSBp Prlmary PreSSUrlZatlOn System 53 53 
WPS8S Secondary PresSUrlZatlDn System n9 104 
WHGl1B p Pnmary Hot-Gas Manl fa I d 264 264 
WHGMBS Secondary Hot-Gas r1anl fold 59 69 r-
Symbo~ N.o~nc I_a t.u..re Unl t, L_~2!RP-I • UI 2 L02!.'-CH 4 + LH~ 
FSLB[ Englne Sea Level Thrust IbF 607,000 607,000 
r FSL8p Prlmary Stream-Tube Sea Level Thru,t Ibr 242,800 242 ,BOO 
1 FSL8S Secondary StrP<lm-Tube Sea Lev"l Ibl 364,lOO 364,200 Thrust 
AT8 E Englne Throat Area 
in 2 157 11 154 14 
r AT8p Pnmary Stream-Tube Throat Area 10 2 47 97 47 97 
ATBS Secondary Stream-Tube Throat Area 
2 109 14 106 17 10 
LCBp Pnmary Chamber Leogth 10 9 91 9 91 
LCBS Secondary Chamber Lenqth 10 10 15 12 18 
r PCBp Prlmary Chaniler Pressure pSla 3,000 3,000. 
PCBS Secondary Chanlber Pressure ps la 2,100 2,100 
Wp Primary Chamber Flow Rate IbIs 625 80 625 80 
Ws Secondary Chamber Flow Rate IbIs 1,249 Sf! 1,182 56 
: 2 ACp Prlm.lry Chamber Area ln 91 61 91 61 
AC~ Secondary Stream-Tube Chamber Area 2 ?5~ 1 241.34 10 
'[8 Lnrpne Area RatlO 43 43 1 
'I Tube Bundle NOllIe Attach Area 14 7 14 7 ,.-- Ratlo 
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